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REACHING A CoxSENSUS

LAST DECEMBER, THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
Architects, American Society of Interior Designers,
Institute of Business Designers, and International
Society of Interior Designers signed a letter of
agreemenr on title registration of interior designers.
The accord represents nearly two years of discus-
sions between the organizations as to how states
should regulate the interior design profession. In
agreeing to title registration of interior designers,
the four groups outlined a framework upon which a
responsible course of legislative action should be
pursued. The principles include: minimum require-
ments for regisrration; grandfathering according to
strict education, training, and testing criteria; joint
regulatory boards where feasible; voluntary continu-
ing education; and a clear definition of the title "in-
terior designer" to be developed and
agreed upon by each state.

The accord stipulates that "an in-
terior designer performs services in-
cluding preparation of documents
relative to non-load bearing inte-
rior construction, furnishings, fix-
tures, and equipment," a suggested
definition for states that has
sparked controversy among archi-
tects, who feel they provide rhe
same services under the definition.
According to the agreement, li-
censed architects can conrinue to
perform interior design services
and use the title interior designer,
but may not refer to themselves as

registered/ licensed interior designers unless they
have met the criteria for that starus as established
by the interior design profession. Additionally, the
AIA and the three interior design organizations
pledge nor to be associated with the development,
consideration, or introduction of any form of interior
design pracrice registrarion.

Six states, the District of Columbia, and Puerto
Rico have abeady passed title regisrrarion (map be-
low) and legislation is still pending in at least four
other states. Only Virginia has passed a ritle regis-
tration act rhat fully meers the terms of the national
accord. And despire the consensus between the AIA
and the design organizations, heated debate contin-
ues in some states over the responsibilities of interior
designers. Many interior designers oppose starting
new and lengthy legislation procedures all over
again in order to meet the terms of rhe December
1989 accord. As a legislative blueprint, however,
the national agreement is firm in irs mandate for ti-
tle, not practice, registration. Local interior design
organizations pushing for licensure clearly violate
the accord and stand to lose legislative battles as ar-
chitects continue ro oppose provisions beyond title

registration. Certainly, design profes-
sionals face far more critical issues,
such as housing and environmental
conservation, than registration acts. It's
time architects and interior designers
really reach a consensus and forge a

meaningful alliance for the future. I

-DEaoRas 
K. Drcrscn
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Prior to the agreement on title registration, many states
already passed or introduced legislative action (map above).
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- fighten up your Bobrick specs ond close
t|re washroorn door ro flimsy, unscile imitalions.

- According toa nationally conducted survey
of architects, Bobrick is considered No. l acrosi
the !o-ard. Qualrty design, duability functionality
vandal-resistance, service. And we estimate thai
Bobrick is specified in 9
out of 10 major projects.

So whafs the prob-
lem? Too frequently the
specs are written without
a clear Standard of quality
and the architect's inten-
tions are compromised
down the line.

'With Bobrick, edges
are hernmed for safety
vendors keep vending,
soap dispensers stand

!p to time,leakproof means leakprool fit and
finish are superb-you've got the idea.

But,you should specify Bobrick as the stand-
ard of quallty and put some teeth into it.What a

shame to put your heart
and soul into architechral
perfection and lose it in
the washroom!

Want an fuchitec-
hral Representative'who
will help you prepare
layouts and specs? Call
800/553-1600.h CA
call 818/503-1630.
Or write to: Bobrick,
11611 Hart Street, North
Hollywood, CA 91605.

HSHHSK
NewYork LosAngeles Jackson,TN Toronto

PhobSEph: Motion Picrure Industry Pension Ple oftrce Building, studio ciry cA. Arhired: willim F Burh, Arhirts, Irr., Manhattan B@h, cA. o lggo Bobrick washmm Equipment, Inc.
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& EVENTS
Poor judgment
In reviewing the Honor Awards (March

1990), I was completely dismayed by the
awards issued for residential architecture.
The examples may be something, but in my
opinion they certainly are not good architec-

ture. To illustrate these specimens of resi-

dences immediately following the fine work
of FayJones is almost sacrilegious.

My residence is one block away from the

Observatory House. The residential charac-

ter of the neighborhood was completely dis-

regarded. As for the Schnabel House, it de-

serves an award for the best assemblage of
"crate boxes," but surely cannot be iudged
an Honor Award for good architecture.

The jury should be strongly criticized for

its demonstration of poor judgment.

C.J. Pad'erewski, FAIA' OPR

San Diego, Califomia

Psychiatric disservice
I can't help but comment on the incon-

gruity between the title of your cover story,
"A Village of Healing," (March 1990) and

the photographs of the cold, institutional-
looking new facility for the Yale Psychiatric

Institute. Chain link fencing and industrial
materials may represent a current wave of
sophisticated style-making, but how are

they to be interpreted by the severely de-

pressed and acutely confused adolescents

who will be living there?

As an individual who has devoted my ca-

reer to understand and help define the
"therapeutic environment," I feel that your

article does psychiatric architecture a disser-

vice. The prestige of your journal, coupled

with the reputations of Yale University and

Frank Gehry, may provide sanction for an

architectural solution which is contrary to

the concepts and goals of the numerous

mental health professionals with whom I've

worked.
Instead of asking his psychiatrist friends

"which of his projects might provide the

starting point" for this project, I think Mr.

Gehry should have asked: "\7hat are the

emotional and aesthetic needs of the pa-

tients?" In my opinion, the answers would
have resulted in a warmer, more under-

standable, and Iess repressive resolution.

Gary Graharn, AIA
GrabamlMeus Inc'

Boston, Massachuetts
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Kudos to decoders
The comprehensive article on New York
City electrical codes, "Big Apple Barriers"
(March 1990), provided much helpful infor-
mation. Similar detailed assessments involv-
ing other local code constraints should be re-

viewed in future afticles. Continued success

to you and your contributors, Peter Barna

and Justin Henderson, for covering those ar-

eas of most concern to architects.

Martin Zelnik, AIA
Panero Zelnik Associatet

New York, New York

Plastic's future
"Plastic for the People" (Mrch 1990) demon-

strates again that General Electric is always

at the forefront of research. However, the ef-

ficient component parts are for a self-con-

tained system, which suggests they will not

be compatible with products or materials

currently in use.

The American public, typically eager to

own the latest of anything, also cares about

cost-competitiveness and availability. It is up

to G.E. to see that their components become

prototypes for the industry so they can be

widely built and, therefore, widely used.

Dauid\V. Zeunert, AIA
A(tE Associates

Chicago, lllinois

Private/public precedent
The article covering the Harvard colloquium

on private/public partnership in the
development of government buildings (April

1990) is most interesting to our firm.
Because we have been involved in such a

proiect, we take issue with the statement

that "the first example of this new private-

public initiative" will be the Federal judicial

office building in Washington, D.C.

This is not the case. At least one maior

building has already been developed in this

wayi a 27 -story, 800,000-square-foot
federal office building for the General
Services Administration under construction in

Chicago. Stein & Company is developing the

building on a 3}-year, lease-to-ownership
agreement, and Fujikawa Johnson and

Associates is the architect. Clearly, ground

has already been broken in this domain.

Deborah Rashnan

F uj i kawa J o hns on and Atr ociat et

Chicago, Illinois

June 12-15: Neocon, at the Merchan-
dise Mart in Chicago, Illinois. Contact:
Mary C. Tasch, Communications Coor-

dinator, at (312> ,27 -7 552.

lune 2I-22: "Neotraditional Town
Planning," offered by the Planners

Training Service of the American Insti-
tute of Certified Planners, to be held in
Orlando, Florida. The course will be re-

peatedJuly 19-20 in San Francisco, and

September 13-14 in r$(/ashington, DC.
Contact: LalWanda Tucket, AICP, (312)

95t-9100.
ThroughJuly 1: "Emilio Ambasz: Ar-
chitecture, Exhibition, Industrial, and

Graphic Design," at The Art Insdrute of
Chicago. Contact: The Art Institute of
Chicago, Michigan Avenue at Adams

Street, Chicago, Illinois, 60603.

JuIy 2: Deadline for entries for the U. S'

Postal Service National Honor Awards.

Sponsored by the U. S. Postal Service in
cooperation with the Design Arts Pro-

gram of the Nadonal Endowment for the

Arts, the awards are intended to reflect

outstanding achievement in the design,

construction, renovation, or Preservation
of Postal Service facilities' Contact: Na-
tional Honor Awards 

^t 
(202) 268-1899.

Through July 14: "spiritual Search in a

New Land: 19th Century Churches of
the Northwest," at the Oregon Historical

Society. Barry Peril's photographs high-

light buildings of worship in the North-
west. Contact: The Oregon Historical
Society, (l}i) 222-17 4I.
July 31: Deadline to enter the 1991

Southern Home Awards program, which

includes three new categories based on

square footage, remodelings, Preseffa-
tion or restoration, and new residential

dwelopments. Contact: The Southern

Home Awards, (S00) 16647L2.
Through September 2: 'T'{ew York
Architecture: 1990 NYC/AIA Design

Awards," at the National AcademY of
Design. Exhibited in collaboration with
the New York Chapter of the AIA, the

exhibition features the winners of its an-

nual awards programs. Contact: The

National Academy of Design, 1083

Fifth Avenue, New York, New York,

10128. {2r2}3694880.



SOVIET ARCHITECTURE . COLUMBIA EXHIBITION. AIA COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES

Design Community Takes Environmental Action
ESPONDING TO GRO\rING PUBLIC CONCERN OVER THE
environment, the AIA announced plans in April to publish an

environmental resource guide for architects. The publication will
provide che latest scientific research on the
environmental safety of various building
products, grouped according to CSI divi-
sions. The first phase of the ongoing project
is scheduled to be published in November,
coinciding with a conference on the environ-
ment now being planned by the AIA. The
initial guide will start with CSI code nine,
detailing information on paint finishes,
flooring, carper, ceilings, and related prod-
ucts. The AIA will not conduct any indepen-
dent research, but will rely on information
supplied by the Environmental Protection
Agency, manufacturers, and other conserya-
tion organizations.

Explaining the decision to publish a re-
source guide, Gregg \Vard, AIA group vice
president, explains: "$7e wanted to create a
tool for architects that would enable them to
have the most current environmental data at
their fingertips. S7e have no intention of
getting into the labeling business, bur if
there's a viable substitute for cherrywood,
we want architects to know about it."

One design leader already at the forefront
of environmental conservation is Herman
Miller, Inc. The furniture manufacturer is-
sued a statement in March announcing that
woods obtained from endangered tropical
rain forests are being eliminated from its
standard product line. One of the first de-
signs to be affected by this policy will be the
Eames iounge chair and otroman, clad in

rosewood obtained from South American
sources. \7hen the company's existing sup-
ply ofrosewood is depleted, the chair and ot-
toman will be available only in alternative
veneers. Herman Miller's design and devel-
opment group has identified the sources of
woods used by the company and its sub-
sidiaries since 1988. To reach its goal, Her-
man Miller is working with environmental
and industry organizations, and members of
Congress shaping legislation proposed ro
regulate imported timber.

One such resolution now pending in
eleven different subcommittees in Congress
is HR 1078 "Global rJ(arming Prevention
Act of 1989," introduced last February by
Representative Claudine Schneider (R-R.I.).
The bill calls for evaluation of world forest
reserves and recommendations for forest
planning, and it would offer financial assis-
tance from the U.S. to developing countries
showing progress in meeting reforestation
plans. Under the resolution, imports labeled
with country of origin and wood types
would be required within one year of ap-
proved legislarion; within rwo years a five-
percent tax would be imposed on rhe value
of tropical wood products imported into the
U.S.: and after four years, counrries not
meeting reforestation goals outlined in the
resolution would be prohibited from import-
ing wood products into the U.S.

-AMY Gnay LrcHr

Two architects rcoently named to k6y
positions are encouraging the AIA to be
more responsive to the practical needs
of prcfessionals around the country.
Richard W. Hobbs, FAI& appointed
goup vice president for professional
excellence, is currcntly expanding the
AUI's otferings of advanced workshops
on design, practice, management, mar.
keting, and computer applications. Un-
der his dircction, the AIA has pin.
pointed nearly 5O firms with strong
professional programs already in phce,
wiffr the idention of using these firms
as a means of detivering ihe new AIA
senices, in addition to committees and
local chapters. Hobbs was formerty
principal of the Seattle firm Hobbs Ar-
chitecture, and is a former AIA vice
president and board member,

The other new architect at AUI is Vir-
gil R. Carter, FAUI, grsup vice presi.
dent for membership. Formerly head of
Oldahoma State University's school of
alchitectule since 1986, Carter
headed his onm firm in Palo Alto, Cali.
fornia, and sery€d as Galifomia Coun-
cillAUl President.

Harry G. Robinson lll, AlAo received
this year's AIA l{hitney M. Young lr.
Cilation. The honor is bestowed upon
an archilect or architecturally.odented
oryanization that has rnade a significant
contribution toward furthering contern.
porary social issues.

l(ansas architect Henry lt. Schirmer,
FAIA, was named the 199O recipient
of the Edwald C. Kemper Award, the
Allt's higftest serrice armrd.

The lGnsas CIIVZA|E Ghapter led an
effort on Earth Day 1990 to plant a
1,(X)O-square-foot forest at the lGnsas
City International Airport, symbolizing
the city as tte "hearttt of America.

Recert USC design graduates Dou.
glas Sung and fuithony Cheung won the
|Iy'AIA Chapter's 1990 Real Problems
competition to develop a design plan
for reuse of the lire+avaged pan pa-

cilic Auditorium.

"The Socially Responsible Environment USA/USSR, 19g0-1990," comparing recent Soviet
and American approaches to the design of housing, workptaces, and public spaces, opened in
New York City prior to touring major cities in both countries (see page 32).
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Americans and Soviets Collaborate on Exhibition
TRYING TO DEFINE "SOCIALLY RESPONS- made clear that the concept of "socially re-

ible" architecture is not easy, as "The So- sponsible" architecture embraces many dif-
cially Responsible Environment USA/USSR, ferent kinds of work.

1980-1990," a photographic exhibition of Part of the reason for the vast panoply

American and Soviet architectural projects lies in the show's elaborate selection process.

that premiered in Manhattan last month, The 100 American entries and 100 Soviet

Dr. Richard L. Schaffer was appointed

Chairman of the l{ew York Gity Plan-

ning Commission and Director of the

tlepartment of City Planning by Mayor

Dflid 1{. Dinkins in April. Prior to the
appointment, Sehaffer was Dean and

Professor of Urtan Policy al the Grad-

uate School of Management and Urban

Policy at the New School for Social Re.

search in New Yot*'
Los Argelesiased lohnson Fain and

Pereira Associates was selected as ar'
chilect for the 23.5-acle Ambassador

Hotel site in the mid-ttilshire dlstrict of
the city. The mke&use Prciect is be'
ing developd by Trump lVilshirc Asso'

ciates, and reportedly is the lalgest

site owned by a singfe entitY on the

West Goast.

Richard Meier has been retained bY

Fox Inc. to design and expand the com'
pany's studio facilities in los Angeles.

The proposed $2oGmillion proiect is

curently in the phnning stage.

GHCG Architects of Los Angeles won

the design competition for the $2O'
million, west side Culver City city hall.

The new building' described by iutol:
as sympathetic to local Mission'style

archilecturc, will preserue the facade

of the old city hall as a freestanding'

three-stoty gatemY.

Ricardo Bofill has been selected as

architect for the Prime GrcuP's 1.1

million-square-foot offhe building un-

deruay in Chicago's North Loop rede'

veloprnent proiect. Associate architect

is DeStalano & Goettsch Ltd. of

Chkago.
Richard G' Stein, FAUI, an architect

and author whose ideas on energy con'

serration influenced the design of

buildingB for two decades, died in May.

Stein, 73 years old, was chairman of

the Crcton Planning Boad for two

years, and plesident of the New Yodt

Gity chapter/AlA in 1975 and 1976.
The Maryland Institute Gollege of Art

has established the Center for Archi'

tecturc and Interbr llesignr a non'de'
gnee, non-aocredited prcgram offered

through the College's Office of Gontin'

uing Studies that will serve as a pro-

fessional development resource lor ar'

chitecture and design communities.

made clear. No matter how no-

ble its intentions, the exhibit in-
advertently underscored iust
how slippery defining "socially

responsible" architecture can be.

Organized jointly by repre-
sentatives from the Architects
Designers Planners for Social Re-

sponsibility (ADPSR) and the

USSR Union of Architects, the
exhibit will travel first within
the United States and then to
cities in the Soviet Union, show-

casing 60 projects (30 from each

country) drawn equally from
three typological categories:

housing, institutions and public

spaces, and workplaces.
The range of work mirrored

the myriad ways in which "so-

cially responsible" architecture
can be interpreted. The Soviets

tended to submit monumental
public works: hydroelectrical
stadiums and collective sPorts arenas. The

Americans, on the other hand, tended to

submit individual buildings-museums,
schools, or low-rise housing, most privately

financed. In this exhibit, the High Museum

of Art by Richard Meier rubbed shoulders

with the monolithic Modern "Young Pioneer

Camp" in Vladivostok, Siberia, by architects

I. Malkov and G. Gusarov. The variety
of projects

on view

Saving a Constructivist Landmark
An international fund, initiated iointly by American and

Soviet architects, is seeking contributions to help

restore the house of the Russian Constructivist

architect Konstantin

Melnikov. A landmark of
Modern architecturer the

Moscow house was built
between 1927-1929

and presently is in need

of extensive repairs.

IndMduals contributing

$25 or more will receive

the poster shown at

right. For more

information, contact the

Meknikov House Fund,

School of Architecture'
University of Tennessee'

1715 Volunteer

Boulevard, Knoxville'
TN,37996.

entries were pre-selected by respective cura-

torial committees and presented to a ioint
American and Soviet iury in Moscow' In the

final selection process, iurors chose projects

that spoke to their own country's ambitions'

For example, the Soviets favored the inclu-
sion of a housing proiect in San Francisco,

not because of the merits of its "socially re-

sponsible" design, but because they felt the

Soviet citizenry, accustomed to seeing only

high-rise housing in their cities, should be

exposed to low-rise urban housing.

ffi cEllltxllAt YtAn 1900

Given the scope of the show's ambition'
it's not surprising that no single strategy

nor coherent definition of socially
responsible architecture emerged.

\7hat did surface' however, was

evidence of a cross-cultural
J\ dialogue in process -a Praise-

worthy step that, in itself,
signals a socially conscious
approach in the making.

-Vtcronr,a, 
GrtnEr

Soviet wodr included an

administrative building (left)

by G. Ghakhava and A.

?
v
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Columbia University Salutes
FORTHOSE LOOKING FORA BAROMETER
by which to measure the current climate at
Columbia University's graduate school of ar-
chitecture, a good place ro srarr is the new
Arthur Ross Gallery in the school's recently-
renovated Buell Hall. From April 4rh until
May llth, the hall played host to "The Fil-
ter of Reason," an inaugural exhibition dedi-
cated to the work of Paul Nelson, an Ameri-
can architect and expatriate who died in
1979 at the age of 84. Nelson lived in Paris
during the heady 1920s and'30s, befriended
Buckminster Fuller, Frederick Kiesler, and
Le Corbusier, and developed a practice, until
now largely overlooked, specializing in tech-
nologically-inspired, functionally-driven de-
signs of hospitals, exhibition halls, and the
occasional Hollywood srage set.

The exhibition, curared by Ter-
ence Riley, Joseph Abram, and
Kenneth Frampton, does much to
resuscitate the reputation of a man
who designed such prescient,
pfovocative structures as the Mai-
son Suspendu, a rheoretical resi-
dential design of 1936-38. But the
show's importance does not rest
solely in a reassessment of Nel-
son's work. It also succeeds in rehabilitating
functionalism for which Nelson proves an
able advocate. Avowedly supporting pro-
gram over composition, Nelson argued for
an architecture that would resist codifica-
tion, and would thrive on technology. "Nel-
son's work was very concerned with inven-
tion rather than convention," explains Riley,
a practicing architect with the Manhattan
firm of Keenen/Riley. "He believed that
Modernism should not be reduced to a for-
mal canon of compositional rules."

Nelson's legacy was not left to the show
alone; a two-day symposium sponsored by
Columbia not only evaluated the man and
his work, but also enlisted him as a spring-
board to initiate discussion of topics under
debate in contemporary architectural history
and theory.

Divided into a neat two-day split be-
tween history and theory, the symposium
succeeded in tackling a cross-section of theo-
retical issues. During the first day's session,
"Inhabiting the Machine" moderated by
Kenneth Frampton, lecturers delivered
straightforward recitations of Nelson's varied
accomplishments. Among the speakers were
Los Angeles architect Christian Hubert, who
compared the architect's work to that of
Frederick Kiesler, and film historian/curator

Paul Nelson
Donald Albrecht, who analyzed Nelson's
streamlined stage sers in the context of Hol-
lywood's brief infatuation with Modernism.
On the second day, during "The Caged
Body," a session moderated by Jeffrey Kip-
nis, an architect who teaches at Ohio State
University, talk of Nelson was quickly sub-

The functional elements of the
Maison Suspendu (1936-38) by
Paul Nelson (left) are concentrated
in a central core suspended from a

frame that is encased within a
glass and metal cage (above).

sumed by various polemics, all
loosely tied together by a common
sympathy for Nelson's interest in

the psychological and physiological links be-
tween people and the architecture they in-
habit. Among the speakers on the second
day were psychoanalyst Felix Guattari, who
read a paper on the relationship between the
human body and architecture; architect
Robin Evans, who discussed how society po-
lices itself, using prison architecture as his
pladorm; and Jennifer Bloomer, a teacher at
the University of Florida, who directed at-
tention to architecture's political and social
implications through her dissection of family
structures.

Such dialogue has been a trademark of
Columbia's architecture school since Bernard
Tschumi became dean two years ago.
Acutely aware of the connecrions between
building and image, architecture and, its rep-
resentation, Tschumi has launched. an im-
pressive campaign to recast Columbia as a
forum for impassioned debate; a center for
New York's architectural community capa-
ble of attracring international attention.
And a recent flurry ofschool-sponsored pub-
lications,'symposiums, and lecture series
points to his success. As the focus of belated
attention, Nelson is an unwitting participant
to this process, another architect enlisted in
columbia's functionalist tlit.ro*^ 

GrrsEr
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Designers Examine Savannah's Streets and Squares
THE APRIL CONFERENCE HELD BY THE AIA COMMITTEE ON
Design in Savannah on "Streets and Squares" could have been
renamed "Grids and Curves" or "Urbanism and Suburbanism."
That's the direction a lively panel discussion took from Miami-based
architect Andres Duany, AIA; Atlanta landscape architect Douglas
C. Allen; London-based Classicist Demetri Porphyrios; and San

Francisco landscape architect Barbara Stauffacher Solomon.
"Architects must open up to understand what the public wants--

their uaditions and cultural values-in order to regain prestige and

recapture power [from professionals in other disciplines] so we won't
waste our professional lives," asserted Duany in his provocative
presentation. He suggested that architects can help correct the
"ecological ills of society" by creating affordable housing and

traditional neighborhoods in suburbia, where the power base is now

located, rather than fix up inner-city neighborhoods. Responding to
the apparent decline of downtown Savannah, Allen maintained that
"until the U.S. solves the problems of racism and education, our

downtowns will continue to die." The reason most downtowns are

dead has nothing to do with physical layout, observed Duany, but
rather with administration and marketing. "Main streets must be

administered like shopping centers," he maintained.
In his keynote address on lessons learned from the traditional

city, Porphyrios observed that architects have learned from their

mistakes "without rcaltzing anything for our future....For architects
to fashion their own criteria for cities is as absurd as musicians
making their own instruments and then playing them." He believes

that the principles of traditional urbanism-urban blocks, civic
buildings, and streets and squares-provide a framework to
determinc the nature of buildings and cities today. The relevance of
measure and grid in the traditional city was underscored by Allen in
his presentation on the development of Savannah's streets and
squares. He pointed out that James Oglethorpe's 1733 plan for
Georgia's oldest city-originally conceived as four wards and
squares-has endured because of its flexibility.

In California, the grid has turned to gridlock...and "park" has a

new meaning-i'e., garage, said Solomon in her poetic Earth Day
slide presentation on "green architecture." She identified three ways

of looking at the landscape-agrarian, picturesque, and formal.
During the conference, the AIA presented a presidential citation to
the city of Savannah's park and tree department for innovative
projects to improve its historic squares and trees. More than 80
architects converged on the city for the three-day meeting led by
committee chairman Harold Roth, FAIA, New Haven, Connecticut.

-Pprr 
McCan

Pete McCall is editor of AIA Memo.
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Interiors Committee Update
SINCE DEVELOPING THE INTERIOR DESIGNER TITLE
registration accord, the AIA Interiors Committee, now numbering
roughly 400 members, looks forward ro more outreach activities in
the 1990s. Discussing the recent accord between the AIA and inte-
rior design organizations over the issue of
title registration, Carl H. Lewis, AIA, cur-
rent chairman of the interiors committee,
feels the agreemenr "sets the tone for the
decade, providing a framework upon
which to move forward. This is a rremen-
dous first step." Lewis said the agreemenr,
along with the Vision 2000 plan imple-
mented by the AIA two years ago, sets

the stage for participation by other interi-
ors-oriented organizations, such as Ameri-
can Society of Interior Designers (ASID)
and the Institute of Business Desiqners

The New Orleans design charrette in March
studied the rehabilitation of historic buildings
(above) in the city's French Quarter.

charrette in Miami will explore historic preservation and examine
how Spanish-speaking cultures are affecting the rebirth ofthe city.

Other events planned for this year are a conference in Aspen from
JuIy 2O-21 on intcrior design theory, focused on unbuilt works, and

a symposium to be held in London from
October 3-8. Lewis said the London con-
ference will focus on American firms that
practice outside the U.S. or have foreign
clients in the U.S., but the committee also
hopes to atrract an international group of
attendees.

Vice chairman N(illiam Sansone, AIA,
slated to head the committee in 1991,
maintains: "In the future. the committee
will explore more political, business, and
practice issues." Some of the proposed ac-
tivities for I99l will examine how recent

(IBD), within the committee. mergers and acquisitions within the furniture industry may affect de-
Currently, the committee is organizing activities such as interior sign professionals in specifring products, since such mergers may limit

design charrettes to reach out to communities around the counrry. competition within the industry. Plans also are underway to discuss
This year, a design charrette was held from March 22-24 ln New such environmentally and socially conscious issues as sick building
Orleans to present design solutions for decaying historic structures syndrome and incorporating health and child-care facilities within of-
bordering the French Quarter of the city. Next year, a similar design fice buildings. 

-A.G.L.

Thking shortcuts is something you don't
want to do when bringing your designs to life.

Which is whyyou should consider Olympic.
You never have to compromise.

You get the lasting protection that only
comes from pure linseed oil. And since our
colors are true and consistent, they'll always

match your expectations.

With Olympic, your projects \Mill turn out
as beautifully as you envisioned.

There's just no way around it.
Circle 37 on information card
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Kohn Pedersen Fox Associates of New York
City won an international competition to de-
sign the World Bank's main complex of build-
ings in tVashington, D.G. Kohn Pedersen Fox

Gonway will provide interior design services.
The project will replace four of the six build-
ings that comprise the complex on Pennsyl-
vania Avenue, and the other structures will
be retrofitted and incorporated into the new

design. The new complex will provide more

staff offices and space for technical and com-
munications equipment, and will total over 2
million square feet. Construction is sched-
uled to begin late this summer.

New York City's Grand Central Terminal will
undergo a major restoration and renovation

by the New York firm Beyer Blinder Belle

upon appnoval by the Metropolitan Transit

Authority Board. The $4oo-million, one-mil-

lion-square-foot project is expected to take
from five to ten years to complete, including

restoration of waiting rooms (above) and pas-

sageways (below). The building's commercial
potential will be developed while preserving

its original Beaux-Arts splendor.
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The beautiful, split-face masonry units making

uo the walls of the fabulous Charlofte Coliseum

are protected from the elements by the DRY-

BLOCK@ System.
Depend on DRY-BLOCKP the original' integral

water-repellent system for lasting beauty that
stands up to whatever Mother Nature dishes out.

For the full story on the Charlotte Colireum,
just drop us a |ine.

7221 West Parkland Court
Milwaukee, Wl53223

(414l'354-44OO
1 (8OO)ss8-7O66
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Hugh Newell lacobsen, Architect
Edited by Massino Vignelli; introduction by

Vincent Scully. (Anerican lnstitue of Arcbiteas
Prus, #50.)

HUGH NE\UTELL JACOBSEN, ARCHITECT,
the first monograph by the AIA Press, is a

polite book about very po-
lite architecture. Ve are led
to believe that this will be a
comprehensive review of Mr.

Jacobsen's substantial and
immaculately executed body
of work presented within
the context of his 30-year-

long relationship with the photographer,
Robert Lautman. Indeed, having read the
lead-in copy on the dust jacket, I
settled in with eager anticipation
of learning more about this ar-
chitect, whom I had greatly ad-

mired since my own first inrro-
duction to the real world of
architecture some twenty years
ago. I also looked forward to the
added dimension of the archi-
tect's working dynamic with his

colleague, the equally esteemed
Mr. Lautman. If and when you
should decide to spend an after-
noon browsing through this vol-
ume, let me spare you similar an-
ticipation. Vhile you will see

many, if not all, of Jacobsen's
projects in one form or anorher,
you will complete your rour of
Hugb Neuell Jacobsen, Arcbitect
without knowing one bloody
thing more about the man, his
practice, or his working relation-

Pnvrr,roN LryrNc
more than enough chronologically arranged
and carefully cropped examples of Lautman's
beautiful photographs to make us want to
visit a complete exhibit of Jacobsen's work
and design process so that we might learn
more about the man and his architecture.

The foreword by Vignelli and the intro-
duction by Vincent Scully include tantaliz-
ing tidbits of information about Jacobsen's
education, influences, and accomplishments.
'We learn that Jacobsen studied under and
was greatly influenced by Louis Kahn, and
that his first employer after graduation from
Yale was Philip Johnson. Scully sees an over-
riding "tone" of Philip Johnson in all of Ja-
cobsen's work. The influences of Kahn and

Johnson, according to Scully, are colored

the most influential of his fellow profession-
als over the decades, absorbing their influ-
ence and reflecting them in an abstracted,
clean, International Style of his own, exhibit-
ing a "reticent economy of detail" in each of
his buildings.

Vith a few notable exceptions, such as

"A Brick-Pavilioned House" in rilTashington,

D.C., the Hotel Tallyrand in Paris, Voorhees
House on Nantucket Island, and more re-
cent proiects such as Kahn House in Ohio
and Bryan House in Maryland, Jacobsen's
work reflects the resuained, fashionably cor-
rect and, to cite the text, "polite" Modernist
architecture of the mid-20th century. The
majority of Jacobsen's projects are designed,
detailed. and executed with a resmained cor-

rectness that, when viewed
within the context of the equally
restrained presentation format of
this monograph, screens us from
the exuberance, passion, and
flourish of creating these build-
ings. Likewise, the book spares

us any ofthe joy ofseeing the ar-
chitect's sketches, conceptual
scribbles, study models, or any
other examples of less than
neatly packaged images. The
plans that accompany the pho-
tographs included in this volume
are frequently of poor quality.
There are no orienting graphics,
such as north arrows. and either
the drawings themselves or the
printing is so poor that one fre-
quently cannot locate the en-
trances to the buildings or un-
derstand the usage of certain
spaces without some study. In

Relying on Robed Lautman's photography of such projects as the
Univetsity of Michigan Aumni Center (above), the lacobsen mono.

graph avokls substantive discussions on the archilect's career.

ship with Lautman than you probably have from time to time by other architectural manyinstances,plansof floorsotherthanthe
already assimilated if you have followed his contemporaries of Jacobsen over rhe course enrrance level of the projects are not in-
work through professional and trade journals of his career. Responses to Le Corbusier, cluded, leaving the whole of the buildings to
over the years. James Stirling, Paul Rudolph, Robert Ven- our imagination. The photographs are cer-

If the intent of the AIA Press was to pro- turi, Aldo Rossi, and Leon Krier arc rcfer- tainly technically sound and well composed,
duce an acceptably attractive catalog of Ja- enced, among others. Jacobsen's interest in but the rigidity of their presentation within
cobsen's work using a selection of Lautman's historic preservation and contextualism the graphic format of the book is such that
photographs wrapped in the clothing of the within an abstracted vernacular are duly one feels even more removed from the reality
predictable and comfortable Modernist noted. Scully refers to Jacobsen as a "highly of their subjects than is commonly associated
graphics of Massimo Vignelli, then let us all successful architect" and a "very fashionable with architectural photography of this sort.
stand and applaud their success. For, indeed, one." He paints Jacobsen as an architect The book has no guts. I do not find it to
a handsome catalog this is. There are far whose projects have played off the designs of Continued on page 46
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Baksfron page 43

inspire the excitement that I would have ex-

pected from Jacobsen's work. It is as if the

manuscript has been reduced in detail and

content to the point that its restraint crosses

into boredom.

Jacobsen, however, is undoubtedly an ar
chitect of substance and accomplishment
justifying great respect. The numbers of
clients who have retained him as their archi-

tect and chosen to live within his creations

speak highly of his position within the pro-

fession. His architecture is very cleady and

immediately recognizable as his own, regard-

less of his influences. And while I would not
presume to judge Jacobsen's place in history,

surveying his work brings some issues

sharply into focus.

The very fact that there are many varia-
tions in three-dimensional form in Jacobsen's
houses confounds the equal realiry that al-
most all of his residential structures are vari-
ations of placing a collage of pavilions on a

podium. (An alternate title for the book
could have been Pavilion Living.) Recurring

elements, such as built-in book cases, sliding
glass doors, and circular staircases are com-

mon to most of Jacobsen's houses. The ab-

sence of visual richness in the detailing of

46 ARCHITECTURE/JUNE 1990

these buildings is exactly as one would have

had them designed within the context of
Modernist architecture, but I find myself
wondering how will these sparse spaces fare

over the long run? I was surprised at my
own reaction to their austerity. The combi-
nation of minimalist detailing, although
wonderfully executed, with the predomi-
nantly commercial character of finishes and

furnishings common to these structures,
leaves me with a sense of immaculately con-

ceived stage sets that are frequently pleasing

to the eye, welcoming to the camera, but
less than hospitable machines for living. I
was amused by references to how several of
the houses took advantage of their rapidly
sloping sites through the introduction of
podiums upon which they rest. I felt per-
plexed by the logic of entering a basement

space in "Three Linked Pavilions," in S7ash-

ington, D.C., either from outside the house

and below its deck (podium) or through a

counterweighted trap door located in the liv-
ing room floor! Ah, but these are obviously

not issues of substance when considered
against the big picture of Jacobsen's work.
After all, his clients must have agreed to
these flights offancy.

Examples of Jacobsen's forays into historic

adaptation and restoration such as the Ren-

wick Gallery in \fashington, D.C., and the
Hotel Tallyrand in Paris provide us with fur-
ther insight into the architect's interests and

commissions. However, we are not given
enough information to really understand the

extent of his work on these structures. The
University of Michigan alumni center and

the Gettysburg College library stand in stark
contrast to the American College of Greece

gymnasium and library and the library for
the American University in Cairo as examples

of institutional architecture by Jacobsen. The
heavy, brooding character ofthe two overseas

projects versus the more playful and, we are

told, contextual, domestic examples provide

opportunities for comparative discussion and

philosophical examination which do not ma-

terialize within the text.
Hugh Newell Jacobsen, Architect traces

30 years of projects by one of our most suc-
cessful architects. 'W'e see his work grow in
sophistication and diversity over the course

of his career. More recent proiects such as

Bryan House in Maryland assume a greater

richness and complexity of plan leading us to
look forward to the next decade ofthe archi-
tect's work. The same may be said for several

recent projects included in drawing form,
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since they were yer to be completed at the
time of publication.

This monograph catalogs the architect's
pursuit of some basic precepts about design
through many different clients, geographic
locations, pnd a variety of building types.
I7hile the AIA Prepr is to be commended for
publishing this volume dealing with Jacob-
sen's projetts, ler us hope that yet another
work will be published that will reveal more
about the man, his practice, process, and
philosophy. ril7e deserve it and so does he.

. 

-S,cNFORD 
M. Nrrsou

Prcblem Buildings: Building-Associated
lllness and the Sick Building Syndrome
ln Orcupational Medicine: Stau of tlte Art Reuiats
(olune 4, Nunber 4)
Edited byJanes E. Cone, MD, MPH and
MichaetJ. Hodgson,'MD, MPH (Hantey fi
Belfus, Inc., Pbiladelpbia, Pennsylaania, $ j 2. )

ARcHrrEcrs uavh ALsrAys NEEDED To
be jacks-of-all-trades, incorporating a knowl-
edge of art, psychology, history, law, and
many other fields iirto the design of build-
ings. Now, it seems, they also need to dab-
ble in medicine to confront the growing

problem known as the "sick-building syn-
drome" (SBS). Some experrs estimate that
20 to 30 percent of U.S. office buildings
may be affected, with a potendally devastat-
ing effect on the health and productivity of
workers.

In Problen Buildings, 18 doctors, public
health researchers, architects, and engineers
collaborate in showing how designers can
shoulder a greater responsibility for curing
sick buildings. Though published in the
medical journal Occupational Medicine, this is-
sue is a readable and informative introduc-
tion for architects to building-associated
medical problems. It contains a wealth of in-
formation about how to diagnose and cure a
sick building and how to design a healthy
one. The editors have narrowed the complex
topic to concentrate on indoor air quality in
office buildings. Therefore, they do not con-
sider the long-term effects of radon, or the
negative health effects of video display ter-
minals, lighting, and other hazardous indus-
trial environments.

The authors debunk a few myths. Origi-
nally known as the "tight building syn-
drome," SBS was once thought to be
"caused" by conservation measures. Modern
researchers advocate vigorous ventilation

rates but are carefirl not to imply rhar a re-
turn to energy-wastefi,rl, leaky buildings can
solve this health problem. They are also very
careful not to "blame the victim" by at-
tributing occupanr complaints to mass hys-
teria. Because clerical workers suffer more
than managers do, it was once common for
managers to ignore building-related health
complaints, believing that workers who feel
stressed and unable to control their social
and physical environmenrs are more suscep-
tible to health problems.

The two chapters written by architects
are particulady useful because they discuss
design considerations and explain the in-
evitable tradeoffs that conscientious design-
ers must face. Architects Vivian Loftness and
Volker Hartkop, for example, suggest a "ro-
tal building performance" approach to the
problem. They discuss the relationships be-
tween indoor air quality and spatial, ther-
mal, visual, and acoustic qualities. In addi-
tion to the better-known culprits of faulty
HVAC systems and allergenic finish materi-
als, these authors alert architects to the po-
tential dangers in envelope and structural
systems. They accuse architects of having
abdicated responsibility for indoor air quality

Continued on page 1 JP
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lim Jennings'studio in a San
Francisco warchouse (above)

exemplifies the issue's
attention to details.

IUSKY BUSINESS
MAILER IN SCAIE, LESS COSTLY, AND IESS PERMA-

nent than buildings, interiors frequently provide young
architects with their first design opportunities and give

seasoned practitioners a chance to take risks. As a result, they
serve as a compass for new directions in architecture.

The offices, apartments, school, gaIlery, and indoor memori-
als in this issue are no exception. Combining first steps by
young designers with experimental projects by older architects,
our design section points to new directions in the use of materi-
als and details. The studio of San Francisco architect Jim Jen-
nings, which begins our coverage (left and below), transforms
mundane materials into an elegant essay on abstraction. Simi-
lady, our cover story on Smith-Miller * Hawkinson examines

how basic elements, such as doors and ceilings, are detailed to
convey a sense of movement. The projects in this issue also take
risks in grappling with the energy of the cities they inhabit.
Nfhile Hariri & Hariri's cooly precise apartment symbolicaly
distills Manhattan's freneticism, the loft owned and designed

by Andrea Landsman and Malcolm Holzman literally incorpo-
rates city artifacts. Other interiors
featured in this issue imaginatively

respond to the limitations of con-

stricted, urban sites. Hamman-Cox's

Neoclassical gallery for Dumbamon

Oaks, for example, seamlessly blends

into a former mansion in $Tashing-

ton, D.C. Moore Ruble Yudell's arts

center for a private school, wedged

between a busy street and a parking

lot, creates a new student hangout
through means of an interior plaza

and street.

In our technology & practice
section. we address other issues

related to interior design: a detailed look at the design and con-
struction of a pair of staircases, and a discussion of indoor air
pollution. Architects may continue to take risks in designing
interiors, but as the public becomes more concerned with envi-
ronmental safety, practitioners will be increasingly responsible
for ensuring that their risks are purely esthetic.
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Jim Jennings Studio
San Francisco, California
lim lennings Arkhitekture

FASCINATED TTITH THE USE OF COMMON MATERIALS IN UN.

common ways, architect Jim Jennings combined glass, aluminum,

and off-the-shelf pieces of structural steel to construct an elegant

studio space within a masonry warehouse in San Francisco's scruft

South-of-Market district. The precision with which materials are

loined and expressed reflects Jennings' early training as an engi-

neer-a study he abandoned for architecture.

Although he sees architecture as a rational exploration of abstract

ideas, Jennings tempers reason with intuition. "I don't think every-

thing has to be relentlessly designed," he says. "If the fundamental

concept is done right, serendipitous things occur that enhance design

quality." The entrance to Jennings' studio, for example, is a study in

how pragmatic design can be elevated into the realm of art. To se-

cure the studio at night, Jennings employed a galvanized, l/S-inch

steel plate shutter that slides into place across an entry door of Il4-

inch tempered glass, sandblasted for privacy. Pinholes, originally

drilled into the shutter to allow dots of light to escaPe from the

building at night, created an unexpected effect. \fhen the shutters

are closed during the day, they operate Iike a camera obscura. Natural

light projects through the pinholes onto the sandblasted glass, which

acts as a screen to reflect inverted images ofthe neighborhood.

The focal point of the architect's office is a circular conference

room loosely based on a "kiva," a cylindrical room built by the

Anasazi Indians as a social club and spiritual center. This aluminum

kiva serves a similar function as a gathering place within the studio.

The compact, l2-foot diameter room is constructed from standard

rI
,,lg

j
,I
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sheets of aluminum, shear cut, and curved into modular panels. An-

odized with a clear alloy used to strengthen sailboat masts, the wall

panels are attached to a structural framework of rolled aluminum

flatbars with machine screws. The room can be easily disassembled,

and has been moved three times since it was built.

Indirect lighting from a recessed ceiling groove above the confer-

ence room highlights the aluminum, resulting in a warm glow that

softens the perception of a material often dismissed as too cold and

common. Jennings' thoughtful, highly crafted expression of materi-

als counters conventional prejudice with a serendipitous melding of

art and technology. I

-Jaurcr 
Fnur

Janice Fillip is the architecture critic of the Sactamento Union.

JIMJENNINGS STUDIO
SAN FRANCISCO. CATIFORNIA

ARCHITECT: Jim Jennings Arkhitektute, San Francisco, California-Jim

Jennings (principal-in-charge); John Holmes (project architect); Cheri

Fraser (presentation drawings)

ENGINEER: Avery Miller (structural)

CONTRACTOR: Oliver and Company

PHOTOGRAPHER: A-lan \Teintraub

Birch plnvood tables designed by Jen-

nings rest on cruciform steel columns

(top risht) and an undercarriage crafted

from a split l-beam. Drafting hardware

is mounted on boards grooved to fit

onto steel bars (top left). Drilled pin-

holes in the entrance shutter (above

center) act as a samera obscura (above).

'8 
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Rolled aluminum flatbars form the conference room skeleton (top

right), to which curued aluminum wall panels are attached with ma.

chine screws threaded directly into the metal (above left), A table

fashioned from two l2.inch aluminum channels, and maple plywood

chairs designed by Jennings (above left), complete the room's sparse

furnishings. A low-voltage lamp (top left) reflects patterned light onto

the ceiling and walls, Overhead, a wedge-shaped aluminum panel

(above right) supports the conlerence room structure.
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Boxenbaum Arts Education Centre
Santa Monica, California

Moore Ruble Yudell Architects

5-l
An arts center creates a lively crossing for a decidedly urban Gampus.

rlIt)
J\

The light monitor of the Boxenbaum

Art Gentre (top) rises above the reno'

vated warehouse structures that house

Grossroads School. Fronting the public

street, the simple exterior (above) is

detailed with bands of warm yellows

and ochres with deeper tones high'

lighting the recessed entryway. The

main atrium features a complex ex'

posed ceiling truss system and layer'

ing of spaces (section) with changing

washes of sunlight (facing page). The

abstracted pilaster capitals are actually

reflective wall sconces constructed of

per{orated metal.
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CROSSROADS SCHOOL, A PROGRESSIVE SECONDARY SCHOOL FOUNDED IN 1971, HAS

the quintessential Southern California urban campus. No tranquil campus green here; the

hub ofstudent gathering is a private alley that doubles as a parking lot. "S(ithin this tough

conrext," says architect Buzz Yudell, "the school has turned that informality and urban qual-

ity into part of the excitement of the campus, creating a wonderfully inventive environment

for 630 students." A recent contributor to the school's ongoing creativity is the Peter Boxen-

baum Arts Education Centre, designed by Moore Ruble Yudell.

\(edged between a public street and the campus alley, the 15,000-square-foot building is

set within a row of former warehouse structures and overlooks the Santa Monica Freeway.

\Tithout designating front or back, the architect recessed the entrances, articulated the base

and cornice line ofthe boxy structure with precast concrete and plaster, and punctuated each

facade with elegantly crafted metal signs. A light monitor crowns the top, establishing a ver-

ticality that strengthens the building's presence from the campus and beyond.

Like many other Moore Ruble Yudell projects, the simple exterior belies a complex inte-

rior. There are few apparent windows, yet the space is filled with natural light from the roof

monitor. Housing classrooms, a gallery, performance space, and dance, art, and music stu-

dios, the building was conceived as an "internal plazaand street that celebrate the daily in-

teraction ofthe students and the arts," explains Yudell.

The "street" runs through the building on a slightly skewed path and is paved in concrete

with a gridded pattern. This main space is animated by a grand stairway, interrupted with

small landings that form eddies in the flow

of traffic and serves as impromptu gather-

ing spots for conversation or lunch. Al-

though not specifically designed for perfor-

mances or events, this double-height

atrium serves these functions with surpris-

ingly good acoustics, according to the

school's administrator, Michele Hickey.

Throughout the facility, every space is

connected with windows or doors oriented

to the main circulation path, creating an
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openness that defies the music conservatory stereotype as a maze of

tiny rooms. The second-floor gallery can be opened onto the plaza,

allowing a larger unified arca for art exhibitions, or can be closed off

for smaller shows. In addition, each of the music practice rooms is

daylighted and comprises a slightly different configuration, and the

dance studios have large windows to encourage a visual interaction

between more private spaces and the building's internal street.

l$(/ithin a straightforward envelope, Moore Ruble Yudell has

carved a complex interior, filled with elements of surprise, invention,

and discovery. T

-LyNN 
NrsuttH

PETER BOXENBAUM ARTS EDUCATION CENTRE

CROSSROADS SCHOOL

SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA

ARCHITECT: Moore Ruble Yudell, Santa Monica, California-Buzz Yudell

(principal-in-charge);John Ruble (principal); Leon Glodt (project manager);

Dan Garness, Miguel Escobar (design team)

ENGINEERS: Robert Englekirk Consulting Engineers (structural);

P.A.C. Mechanical Engineers (mechanical)

CONSULTANTS: Tina Beebe (colors); Stephen Sidelinger, Regina Pizzinini

(artwork); Marshall Long (acoustics); Richard C. Peters (lighting)

GENERAI CONTRACTOR: Krismar Construction

coST: $ 1.t million-$100/square foot

PHOTOGRAPHER: Timothy Hursley/The Arkansas Office

SECOND FLOORFIRST FLOOR
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The anodized steel stair

railing (left) appears to

change colors as one moves

up and around the central

atrium, like a racing stripe

:j,:iJ=r.! that gives the sPace an

accent of color. The floor

plans (facing page) illustrate

the skewed, gridded
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circulation path, paved with

two tones of concrete, as it

runs through the Centrets

first floor (facing page, left).

The angled back stairway

(facing page, right and top

of plans) is accented with a

series of openings providing

views down to the central

space and into the larger of

the two ground-floor dance

studios. Classrooms, ad

studios, lilm screening

areas, and music practice

rooms are clustered on

either end of the building

flanking the atrium (section

below). A long, narrow

gallery (facing page, left in

second floor plan) opens

onto the double-height

atrium below.
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and sinuous. "\fe tried to emphasize the cor-

ners, the meeting of materials," says Gisue'

Indeed, every iuncture' every end or begin-

ning of an element is meticulously consid-

ered. One stucco wall turns into a compelling

geometric composition by the insertion of

quartzide counters' streaked green, gray, and

chalk blue. Above the fireplace, a stainless

steel mantelpiece swoops to a giant swiding

curve that appears to scoop up the firewood

it embraces. In the kitchen, the prow-shaped

sides of a stainless steel lighting fixture

imbedded in a stainless steel beam (facing

bathtub and toilet form part of a tableau,

each arranged on a stepped slate platform

(left). These varied textures establish a mix of

hard and soft surfaces, contours' and curves-

a visual rhythm whose effect is not lost on the

apartment's clients: a music company execu-

tive and his wife, who appreciate the urban

pulse and respond to the forms' In fact, the

couple made few special requests' except to

ask for plenty of closets' "They felt our work

was inventive, yet not intimidating," Mojgan

recalls. "She liked all the metal work and he

liked the strength and elegance of stone"'

In this apartment' boldness of conception is matched by the re-

straint of execution. "In our work, the manipulation of form takes

on a very particular and precise function' On the other hand' we

feel intuition does have its place. \7e often feel our work is ap-

proaching a kind of quretness," says Gisue' musing for a moment'

"It may look a little empty, but it is full of purpose"' I

-VIcronra 
Gnnrr

Viaoria Geibel is tbe fomta etcecutiae editor of Meuopolis'

page) appear stretched and taut, as though eager to escape contain-

ment. In gestures such as these, the two designers endow their mate-

rials with a sense of movement, forever suspended in time'

However, the Hariris are reluctant to isolate the importance of

materials, preferring to view them as partners in an overall process'

"Our aim is not only to find new materials' but also to understand

their nature." Nowhere is this approach more apParent than in the

master bathroom, where four stainless steel box-shaped units swing

out from the wall to provide storage--discreet yet dramatic' Both
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A hallmark of the Hariristwork is an inventive

manipulation of materials, as evidenced by a

steel-framed, oval cabinet (facing page, top

right) and light.embedded counter top

(facing page, top left) in the master bathroom

(facing page, center). Suspended fixtures

glow in the corners of the apartment (right)

and a lozenge.shaped, steel projection

(below), embedded in a steel-covered beam,

illuminates the counter between kitchen and

dining area,

MANHATTAN APARTMENT
NE\r YORK CITY

DESIGNERS: Hariri & Hariri-Kazem Nadeti,
Andre Bideau, Yves Habeggcr (design team)
ASSOCIATE ENGINEER: Lawrence P. Cesca, P.E

METAL\(/ORK: Scott Madison, Mark Gibian,
Dan George, Long Island Metal Forms

STONE$fORK: Manhattan Marble Company
TILEWORK: Amadeus Consrructron
CONTRACTOR: Scott \7ebb
PHOTOGRAPHER: Paul ls7archol
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Advent Softrmre
San Francieco, California
Maccracken Architecls
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NO LONGER A DOWN-AT-THE.HEELS NEIGHBORHOOD,

San Francisco's South-of-Market has become a desirable address

for start-up commercial enterprises. Advent Software, a young

progressive company that developed and now markets a soft-

ware program for stock portfolio management, is one such new-

comer. Its 4,000-square-foot office, designed by MacCracken

Architects, is located in a I9O7 former industrial warehouse.

After organizing the office functions in a straightforward ar-

rangement, architect Stephen MacCracken exposed the build-

ing's original finishes of brick, wood, and steel, and added new

indusmial elements including fiberglass partitions, steel rails,

and metal work stations. The resulting interior is Spartan in its

design intentions, while splendid in its finely tuned details and

materials. Original heavy timber columns march down the

space, partially delineating two levels of private offices set along

the interior wall, which are screened by movable, translucent

wall panels. The reception area is defined by a giant easel fash-

ioned of a granite panel held in a steel frame, and cusrom-de-

signed, pendant lighting fixtures in the main space reduce the

apparent scale ofthe cavernous, double-height space.

Stephen MacCracken, who founded his firm in 1985, prides

himself on a collaborative approach in which the client, builder,

and architect are integral contributors from the inception of a

project. In proving the success of his approach, MacCracken now

shares office space with Advent on the building's third floor. I

-LyNu Nnsurru

ARCHITECT: MacCracken Architects, San Francisco, California-
Stephen MacCracken (principal); Hermine Tessard, Peter Mielke
(design assistants)

STRUCTUMI ENGINEER: Alex Ott & Associates

CONSULTANT: Olle Lundberg (reception desk)

GENERAI CONTRACTOR: Praxis Construcdon, Tim McDonald
CoST: $ 160,000-$40lsquare foot
PHOTOGRAPHER: Richard Barnes
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lndoor Memorhls
AUanta, Goorgh
lohn llejduk, Architest

LOUIS KAHN ONCE DESCRIBED GREAT ARCHI-

tecture as starting with the immeasurable, pro-

ceeding through the measurable, and returning to

the immeasurable. He was describing a process by

which the spark of genius in a sketch is camied

through investigation, drawing, and construction

into a finished work. The two projects presented

here, designed by John Hejduk and built by archi-

tecture students at Georgia Institute of Technol-

ogy, came about in just that way.

"The House of the Suicide," a project that ap-

pears in Hejduk's book, Mask of tbe Medusa, was

l|ISTORY AND 
'JERSE

fui architect's poetic inspiration is translated by students into built form.

lVhen I entered the first mcditation,
I acaped the graaity oftbe objec't,

I expuienced the emptinas,
And I baae bun dcad a long tine.

Vben I had a uoice you could call a aoice,

My motber wept to ne:
My son, my belwed son,

I nanr tbougbt this pwsible,

l'll follow you on foot.
Holf.ol in nad and slash tbe microphones picked ap.
It was raining on tbe bouses;

It was snowing on the police-cars.

Tbe astronauts were weeping,
Going neither ilp nor out.
And my oun notber uas braae enoagb sbe looked
And it was all igbt I was d.ead.

-Tur FuNEnar oFJAN PALACH

b1 Datid Sbapiro

sMotfier' (above and facing page, riglrt) ieatures cabinet-grade composite board panels painted black

and bolted into place. The interkr of tfre construction is accessible through a small door at the base (above

righ$. A platform inside offens Mervs of the companion "Suicide" piece from an eye-level opening.
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inspired first by Cezanne's painting of the same

name. David Shapiro's poem, "The Funeral of Jan

Palach," about the young student in Prague whose

public self-cremation galvanized dissent against the

1968 Soviet invasion, provided a new context for

Hejduk to design a companion piece, "The House

of the Mother of the Suicide." In 1986, architecture

students at Georgia Institute of Technology, led by

studio critic James S7illiamson, began collaborat-

ing with Hejduk on construction of the works. The

process took four years; work started and stopped,

students came and went, and money was raised

and spent. A core group of about a dozen students

stayed with the project, with Williamson providing

intellectual, technical, and moral support.

The students explored Hejduk's concept in

drawings, models, and full-scale mock-ups. Period-

ically, Villiamson would consult Hejduk on design

details, material selections, color, and siting of the

two objects within the Brutalist space of Tech's ar-

chitecture building. The construction details were

divined by the students, who referred to the body

of Hejduk's work in determining how a ioint

should come together, the design of a steel angle,

the heft of timber framing, or the fabrication of

slender, steel spikes.

As the projects neared completion in Atlanta,

history moved in a way that seemed to vindicate

the protest of lan Palach. Events unimaginable

four years ago won freedom for Czechoslovakia and

delivered a poet playwright to the Czech presi-

dency. Hejduk, whose ancestry is Czech, finds the

confluence ofhistory and architecture "very myste-

1i911s-f9s1 years ago the projects started, and

somehow, they had to wait." The community as-

pect of the projects also intrigues

the architect, who has undertaken a

string of works in Berlin, Milan,

Boston, Oslo, Philadelphia, and

London, completed in a similarly

collaborative way. "In each place,

construction became a mysterious

ritual, and people became politically

and socially connected."

\(hat will become of the project

at Georgia Tech? Atlanta's High

Museum has expressed interest in

including the sculptures in a collec-

tion. Hejduk has met with Czech of-

ficials, who visited him at Cooper

Union during president Vaclav

Havel's visit to New York, and the

architect has offered the pieces to

the new Czech government. Eventually, Hejduk

would like to see mother and son return to

Prague's'W'enceslas Square, where flame separated

T

-MrcHarrJ. 
Cnossrc
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HOUSE OF THE SUICIDE
HOUSE OF THE MOTHEROF THE SUICIDE
GEORGIA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
ATLANTA, GEORGIA

ARCHITECT: John Hejduk, New York, New York-John Hejduk
(architect); Jim Williamson (project coordinator); Jack Ames,
Paul Bauer, Rick Blanchard, Nancy Caster, P"ige Cosby,

JeffCramer, Jorge De LaCova, Lyle Green, Marshall Levy,
Kirk Marchisen, Frank Pollacia, David Shonk (prolect team)
PHOTOGRAPHY: Jeff Goldberg/XSTO, excepr as noted
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The 8,815-square-foot gallery was inseded into a former

courtyard {plans and photo, right). lts vaulted central space

and ambulatories (these pages) echo the volumes and grand

Palladian entryway of the adjacent 1929 music room by

McXim, Mead & White (behind window in pholo above).

Il
I]I\R'I'\{r\\ COX ARCHITF-(-I: \[\\' ,\I{T C;ALLER\- FOR,\fS r\

sercnc ccnter lor the r-Lrban,tasis thrLt is I)rrnrberron Oaks. a tirrmer

c'statc incorporatir-rg one of fhc nr,lsr sl.cctecrilur firrr-r-ral gerrlens in

thc Unitecl States. The gallerv grc* fionr a lrcrfect ilt ben,.een archi-

tect ancl project. Hartman-Cox hirs rcce .tlv helPecl Lrreathe life ir-rto

cl.n'.t.*'n v/ashington b' bLrrltling u1r.. rhc capital's cl-rerisi'recl ar-

chitectr-rral tlaclitions. Tl'rrs approech s rrs preciselv right fbr Dunbirr

t.. oeks. *'hich began lifc in ls0 l rLs e Fccleralist-sr'le iarmh..sc.

* es Vicrurilnized in the lgth ccntLrrr'. ;rncl re l.crtetlll refiirbishecl encl

erPancled in tl're 20th ccnrLr'\'. l)ilrlumrLt arrcl rrrt collector Robert

\N/..cls tsliss and his *'ife b.rLght l)r-r'birrt.rr oaks ir-r 1910 ancl s.lcl

it in 19.i0 to Ha^'ard Uni'ersin., *'lrich..* ol)crilres it zrs a rcscarch

ccnt('r, primarilv for Bvzantine str.rtlies. l)..rbarron Oaks's 2Oti.r ccn

rury arl(litions ir-rclucle a 1929 nrusic roorrr rlcsignecl bl'NtcKim, N{ead

& V/ltite, a 19.i0 Bvzantine sellery rurrl enrrl,u'a1,bt,Tl.romas \X,'atcr_

ntrLn. ancl Philip Johnson's l9(r I [)rc-(-o]onrhian pavilion.

Irr rts prior life. Hartn-ran-Ctrx s sl.lcntlicl. one-roonr gallerr.\\.i1s iln

inacccssiblc orrdoor c.urn'arrl b.r-,lt'rtcl b' hellrvlLi's on the \\'esr i1n(i

sorrth. the renot'necl nrusic rooni on thc cast. rrnd;rn overstuffetl

Ilvzerrtine gallerl' on the nurth {PlrL.s bcl.* ). Tl're r-'ain reason firr

arlclins nerv exhibition space \\'rrs fo exl)rrnci tllc exisring gallert.rrntl

:-4
\&k

I()\\'l lt IIrVl:t-



The ceiling heiglttg of

the newgdleds fiat-

roofed ambulatodec

were scaled to sllP

beneath clercstories

in the adioining

Byzantm Sallett

(rections, riSfit). A

vaulted ceiling'

topped by a rcctangu.

lar skyllgftt' comPle'

rmnts tfte plopoll

tlons of fte 1929

musbrcom (abm).

provide display areas for work long hidden

in storage. Not incidentally, the new gallery

improves security at Dumbarton Oaks by

separating research and staffareas from pub-

lic spaces, and by replacing the circuitous

public circulation with a more direct route.

By excavating beneath the new gallery and

music room without altering Dumbarton

Oaks's exterior appearance' Flartman-Cox

created new mechanical rooms, storage, and

library stacls.

The gallery takes its cues from the Palla-

dian window of McKim, Mead & N(hite's

music room (left), which forms the focus of

the east wall. It consists of a central space

surrounded on three sides by colonnaded

ambulatories defined by pairs of Ionic lime-

stone columns-14 are replicas of the six

that stood in the previous outdoor court-

yard. The resulting scale of the gallery is ap-

propriately intimate for viewing small ob-

jects, and surpasses its quasi-residential

setting to reach museum status through a

classical vocabulary, symmetry, and formal

materials. A skylight bathes the space in

sparkling, evenly distributed sunlight, which

is the gallery's most distinguished feature

and characteristic of most Hartman-Cox in-

teriors. The architects devised a complex sys-

tem of illumination that includes incandes-

cent uplights in the column cornices and

recessed fixtures in vitrines and ceiling'

Nearly flawless detailing hides mechani-

cal systems within thick walls into which

mahogany doors slide and disappear. Detail-

ing and finishes around openings and display

cases take their cues from adjoining sPaces.

In recalling an amalgam of architectural ele-

ments that make uP Dumbarton Oaks,

Hartman-Cox's gallery has pulled together

the old mansion's disparate elements and

forged for them a new heart. I

-ANonra 
OPPnNsrncn DraN
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The paired limestone lonic columns

(above), and meticulously detailed ma-

hogany vitrines (above left) and door frames

(above center) reflect Dumbadon's existing

finishes and perfectly complement the

gallery's small, ancient objects. The archi-

tects expanded and reconfigured the col.

lection's original entrance and vestibule

(left), and rerouted circulation.

COURTYARD GALLERY OF THE
BYZANTINE COLLECTION AT
DUMBARTON OAKS
\(/ASHINGTON, D,C.

ARCIII'I'ECT: Hartman-Cox Architecrs,
Washington, D-C.-George Harrman (prrtncr
in-chargc); Robert Shutler (projecr arcl-ritect);

Jamcs Stokoe, John Dale, Peter Grina
(.leslgn team)

ENGINEERS: James Madison Cutts SrructurrLl
Enginecrs. Glen Ross (proje* manager): Hcnrv
Adan-rs Consulting Engineers, Charles Henck
(project manager)

O\\'NER S RIPRESENTATIVE: Harvarcl Planning
Group. Diclier Thomas (associatc director.
pro;ect planning)
LICHTING CONSULTANTS: Clauclc Engle I_ighr-
ing Consuitants. John rX'ood (projcct managcr)

EXHItsIT DESIG-\ER: Stephen Siatis

cE\ ER-{L LON'I'RACTOR: E.A. Raker,

Joc Arena (project manager)

COST: Sl million
PHOTOGR-{PHER: Peter Aaron/ ESTO,
cxcept as notecl
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Monsoon Restaurant
San Francisco, Galifornia
ilack Architects

GOLDEN GATEWAY
Bold sculptural elements bridge a public plaza to give a restaurant nerY presence.

The timber signpost announcing the ertrance (top left) is extended inside by similarly de'

tailed elementg in the bar (above), wlrich accentuate movement through the regteurant.

Ar existing mural was framed to define a dining platform (center left, and lower left in

plan). Rounded booths are set within an angled, rose.colorcd stucco rvall (facing page).
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A MODEST BUDGET PERMITTED ONLY A

selective renovation, yet Mark Mack success-

fully ransformed a traditional Chinese

eatery into a structured and personalized

dining environment. To announce the

restaurant's relatively obscure location

within Opera Plaza, a dull 1970s mixed-use

project, Mack projected a large sculptural

canopy outside the front door, creating, in

his words, "a sign that doesn't look like a

sign." Crafted of polished yellow-stained fir,

the architectural icon is accompanied by a

series of bright red columns and cross beams

screening the expanse of windows like a con-

tinuous, abstracted Shinto gate.

Inside, a low partition with a bench snakes

through the restaurant defining a bustling

bar and a more formal, elevated dining

space. To accent the existing booths in the

bar area, Mack stepped colored stucco wall

at their backs. Above the bar, a ceiling-

mounted, angled variation of the wooden

exterior structure recalls a ship's hull, or

maybe the proverbial slow boat to China.

Through a skillful manipulation of mate-

rials, colors, texrures, and a few deftly cho-

sen motifs, Mack has created a dramatic set-

ting for dining and established a public

stance for a resraurant that was previously

overshadowed by its ponderous office build-

ing location. I

-LyNN 
NEsrrnrH

ARCHITECT: Mack Architects, San Francisco,
California-Mark Mack (principal); Mark Jensen
(project architect)

CONSULTANTS: Pacassa Studios (millwork); Jim
Frey (stucco); Patrick Fitzgerald (aluminum work)
GENERAI CONTRACTOR: \Talter \7ong
coST: $ 1 20,000-940/square foot
PHOTOGRAPHER: Richard Barnes
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Henry Smith.Miller and Laurie Hawkinson stress program and suggest motion in a pair of interiors'
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To laurie Hawkingon and Henry Smith-Miller,

the angled ceiling above the r€c€ption arca in

the ARDT-I advertising agsncy (left and

rullected ceiling phn, bottom) is sless a new

ceiling and morc rcprcsentative of the original

slab that's usually concealed." The section also

delineates a padr of progession, establishing a

diagonal route back into the interior (above).

AS THE ARCHITECTURAL PRACTICE OF

Henry Smith-Miller and Laurie Hawkinson

has evolved since 1983 to encompass apaft-

ments and office spaces, aft parks, and free-

standing houses, one concern has remained

constant: the partners' commitment to pro-

gram as the wellspring of design. In each

project, no marrer what the budget or scope,

Smith-Miller and Hawkinson have sought to

satisfy programmaric needs with plans so

particular they could exist nowhere else.

Over time, this programmatic approach

has been coupled with a growing interest in

how architecture can register movement,

how built forms can somehow comment on

their own maturation through time. The re-

sults of this investigation can be seen in the

architects' various designs for art insti-

tutions. For example, in their proposed

renovation for Philadelphia's Institute of

Contemporary Art, Smith-Miller and

Hawkinson designed a movable steel plate

held by cable on the facade to announce the

rotating nature of the exhibi-

tions within. In their comperi-

tion entry for an East Village art

gallery, they created a storefront

with a movable steel plane bal-

anced on a steel bar and a furni-

ture wedge that would move on

tracks on the gallery floor. In a

recent competition entry for the

L.A. Ans Park, designed in col-

laborarion with artist Barbara

Kruger and landscape architect

Nicholas Quennell, they pro-

posed a movable sidewalk that

would transport visitors across

the vast site.

Smith-Miller's and Hawkin-

son's interest in generating ar-

chitectural expressions of move-

menr is also apparent in their
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residential and office commissions. In a re-

cent Manhattan loft renovation (cover and

pages 84-85), motion is imbedded in the de-

sign; two giant steel doors frame and in-

scribe the space they inhabit, with the path

of the pivoting door marked by an arc of

steel imbedded into the wooden floor. In the

recent renovation of the offices for the

14,45 4-square-foot Midtown Manhattan ad-

vertising agency (right), that movement is

implied by angled ceiling sections, and steel

and glass partitions that deflect from the

straightforward orthogonal floor plan (bot-

tom right).

In addition to their Manhattan projects,

the architects have just completed the offices

for New Line Cinema, a Los Angeles film

distribution company. A park for the North

Carolina Museum of Art, for which the firm

designed the master plan in collaboration

with Kruger and Quennell, is now in its first

phase of construction.

"S7e look at the generative Pressures at

the cultural level in whatever institutions we

are making space," Smith-Miller says. "Then

we try to interpret those pressures, and

transform them into architecture." I

-Vrcropla 
GEtsnr

ARDT-L OFFICES AND
MOSS/GETCHEL LOFT
NE\TYORKCITY

ARCHITECT: Smith-Miller * Hawkinson, New

York, New York-Henry Smith-Miller (partner

in charge); Knut Hansen (proiect architect/loft);

John Conaty, Annette Fierro, Knut Hansen,

Alexis Kraft, Charles Renfro, Jennifer Stearns,

Kit Yan (design team/ARDT-L); George Gomez,

Annette Fierro, Timothy McNicholas, Peter

Morgan, Ruri Yampolsky, Kit Yan (design

team/loft)
CONSIJLTANTS: Severud Associates (structural);

Carlo Marzot and Associates (HVAC); Richard

Eisenberg and Associates (electricaVARDT-L);

Edward Cortez and Associates (electrical/loft);

Andy Szewczuk and Associates (sanitary)

CONTRACTOk Nico Construction (ARDT-L);

AJ Contracting (loft)

PHOTOGRAPHY: Paul \Tarchol
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Atschiller Reitzfeld Dris Tracy-locke

Adveilising Agency

ilewYork Gity

For their design of the new Manhattan cotpo-

nte headquarters of ARDT-L advertising

agency, Hawkinson and Smith-Miller adopted

an appruach that mimns many of advedis-

ing's own attitudes about reality-perceiYed

and manufactured. 'rWe mnted to initiate a

visual discussion between real and artificial

building, where forms and obiects appear to

slip and slide thrcugh eech other"'Smith-

illiller explains.

That sense of visual disiunction is estab-

lished upon ertering the rcception arca.

(helfiead, a cmnked, square section of ceil.

ing irtersects and collides with an exposed

conqete slab, a rcminder of the building's

origiml rcugh envelope. Due to its prcminent

size, the angfed ceiling element appearc to

drcp or be out of plumb. To stabilize the vi'

sual distortion, the architects suspended

standard fluorescent light fu<tures in a grid

pattern that irtersects the shlfted squarc (lac'

ing page, top right). A Chnt steel door (pages

80'81) guarding the ertrance also balances

the ceiling squafie's forceful pnesenoe.

This collision between ovedapping vbual

systems also occults in the pailnerct oilfices

(facing page bottom, left and right)' whele

scalloped glass paditions and sliding steel

doons securc princy. The spaces arc thifted

on a diagonal, echoing the cranked ceiling' to

allow for views of Gentral Pa*. /lranged

along the interior edge of the building's

perimeter are otfier offiDes' each with rvalls

topped by glass clelestories (above and iac-

ing page, top left) that sbelch to the ceiling'

a gesture that assures privacy while still per'

mitting day'iCht to penetrate the office corc.
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"For our loft, Andy and I do nthat my clierts won't let me."4lalcolm Holzman



TODAY'S CITY D\UTELLERS INHABIT A

wodd packed with buildings, signs, quick

messages, and mass-produced images of all

kinds that lack singularity, are only briefly

in fashion, and disposable. Most who can,

decorate their homes as a refuge from this

urban maelstrorn, evoking a rural way of

life by means of traditional, country

kitchens crammed with handicrafts, and

living rooms decked in chintz and wicker.

Not so for Malcolm Holzman and his

wife Andrea Landsman. For their Manhat-

tan loft, these designers joyfully acquire

whatever they fancy from the wodd's de-

uitus, refeming to their possessions fondly

as "junk." Only the couple's distinguished

collection of American realist paintings,

and contemporary sculptures that double

as chairs, escape their playfrrl derogation.

Holzman, a partner of the New York

firm Hardy Hoizman Pfeiffer Associates,

began to collect realist paintings at least a

decade ago, back when most critics and

collectors, entranced by abstract art and

Pop, considered it hopelessly retardataire.

He owns, for example, several works by

Philip Peadstein, a painter who depicts the

female nude with a directness, bluntness,

and a deliberate stylelessness derived from

unblinking analysis of his subject's flesh,

muscles, and bones. Such art embodies the

same stylistic transcendence, toughness of

thought, and attention to materiality to be

found in Holzman's architecture.

For the loft, the architect applied his

usual intense scrutiny to the selection of

interior finishes. His decision to cover

some walls with galvanized steel stamped

in alternating brick and stone patrerns

seems hardly meant to soothe, but rather

to intrigue by nuance. Holzman acknowl-

edges that the use of this material, com-

monly applied to dolled-up gas stations,

The lMng rcom (facing

pagp, top) includes a

painting by Sklney

Goodman, two chairc

by Ahn Siegel, and a

Hoffnan bentwood

drair nrchased for

seven ddhrc at an

arction. The nry rvas

dedved fionr a sct€er

by rcalist painter lack

Beal. The comtgated

libel€hss rvall (facing

page, bottom) shim-

merc $'hen lit fiorn

wihin. The strcet

scene painting as by

Wame Thlebad. At

the opposib end of fte

lMng rcom (top left), a

Motorcla radio frames

a wedding picfure. The

woven l{apoleon is of

unknonm pnryenanos.

The self porbait is by

Ilana van Horn. The

Chinese rugs (center

left) werc boueht at a

local capet store, tfre

painting is by Gham

Hendon. Displayed in

the foyer (bottom le{t)

are a painting of the

Flatiron Building by

lhniel lflorper, a

sculphtrc, t'Bloken

Stream,'by lohn

Okulick, a doctorts

chair, and on the far

rvall, a painting by

Roger Brcnm over a

Philadelphia Empirc

sofa.



highway strip buildings, and industrial

shacks the second time around, might be

perceived as a singular transgression againsr

everything an interior wall should be. "Be-

cause the combination of windows and pi-

lasters left little space for our big pictures,"

he explains, "it was necessary to construct an

uninterrupted space from window to win-

dow. I didn't want sheet rock. It's more fun to

see art on a background that isn't scaleless

and flat. And it's nice to have metal around."

Other wall surfaces include flakeboard

stained green and corrugated fiberglass, a

translucent material which, notes Landsman,

"lights up and glows-sometimes blue,

sometimes red." Adds her

husband: "r07e left the

beams and ceilings in their

beat-up condition-a touch

of archaeology. Everywhere

you see beige you are look-

ing at an original wall.

Holzman confesses that

the loft is a continuing

chance to try out ideas for

which the clients of his

firm may not be ready. But

the interior is also much more than that.

Holzman and Landsman have welcomed

into their nest the kind of gritty urban

memorabilia, like a Blatz Beer sign, that

most people would rather keep at bay. Yet it

all seems rather pleasantly domestic, a self-

made art gallery that surprisingly feels like

home. Holzman's architecture has always

been full of contradictions. His loft turns out

to be no exception. I

-Mtronro 
F. Scstrlsrrz

Mildred F. Schmertz, fonner editor-in+hief of

Architectural Record, is a New York-based

utriter and member of the Neta York City Land-

marks P resewa, ion Conn i ss i on.



The bedroom (facing page, top) includes a work

space. An Alan Siegel chair dominates the dining

area (facing page, bottom). A bathroom (facing page,

center) is faced with tile samples and a Blatz Beer

sign ornaments the kitchen (above). The plates are

gifts from friends and are accepted by the Holzmans

only if they cost less than a dollar.

LANDSMAN/HOLZMAN LOFT
NE\TYORK CITY

O\7NERS/ARCHITECTS: Andrea Landsman/
Malcolm Holzman
CONTRACTOR: Ben Caldwell
PHOTOGRAPHER: Norman McGrath
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In designing QRC's library, Moss began with a

pentagon that he metamorphosed to meet site

conditions and programmatic requirements

(drawings, bottom to top). Partially visible

throughout the offices, the cedar strandboard-

covered room dominates the front office (facing

page, top right and bottom left), but is less

prominent in a staff room (facing page, bottom

right). Entered from the back office (facing

page, top left), the library reveals its faceted

whole lrom the inside (above), furnished with a

column-supported steel table and wall shelves.

.:_t 
.

\ \.i
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FEED KEEPS LEAD IN THE PLOTTER
TO KEEP YOUR PLOTTING IN THE LEAD.

Automatic lead feed in the new
F-920A pen/pencil plotter is just
one example of Mutoh's new
concept of plotter automation.

Up to 260 leads can be stored in the
eight-section stocker.

]U|rcH
Japan's No.1 Name in Professional Plotters

Circle 80 on information card

Up to 260 leads are easily
inserted in the exclusive stocker
for extended plotting time,
removing the worry of running out
of ink common to pen plotting.
Plus, the F-920A allows you to
designate leads of differing hard-
ness and diameter to execute
plots of remarkable visual
complexity that rivals those done
by hand. Once the paper is set,
the F-920A does it all, without
babysitting!

Keep your plotting in the lead
with plotter automation - only
from Mutoh.

PROFESSIONAL PLOTTER

F-920A
I Holds up to 8 pens or 260 leads

(0.3, 0.5 mm)
I Resolution of 0.0025mm
I Speed: 44,5 ips/S.7G max.
I Vector sorting (pen)
: HP-GL compatible
f 1MB buffer standard

MUTOH AMER|CAlNC. Sg5 Cambridge Drive, Elk Grove Village, |L.60007 Tel: 708/052 - 8880. Fax: 708/952- 8808

Westem Office:4883 East La Palma Avenue. Suite 505, Anaheim CA.92807Tel:7141779-2326.Fax7141779-0185

Eastern Office:23 Walkers Brook Drive, Reading. MA.01867TeI: 6171942-2442

TOLL FREE FOR WESTERN CANADA: 1-80G66}6001 . FOR OITTTARIO, OUEBEC & ATLANTIC CANADA: 1-800-465.0164

MUTOH EUROPE GmbH. Klosterstrasse 1 1 2, 4000 Dusseldorf 1 F R Germany Tel: 021 1 / 361 3095 Fax 211 - 362128

MUTOH fNDUSTRIES LTO. 1-3, lkejiri 3-chome, Setagaya-ku, Tokyo 1 54Japan. Tel: (03) 5486 -1111. felex:2422575DRAMUT.

Fax: (03) 5486-1 l33CableAdd: DRAFTERMUTOH.



Fllgfrts of Fancy
Details elevate staircases to new artistic heights.

OR THOUSANDS OF YEARS, THE COMPONENTS HAVE RE-
mained the same-treads, risers, and runs-but few architectural ele-

ments have hosted such design invention as stairs. "It's a rich vein, almost
as rich as a chair," says Tom Luckey, a designer based in Branford, Con-

Tom luckey's curuaceous stair (below) ex-
udes the wannth of wood, while the spidery
steel construction designed by liricna Associ-
ates hangs like a sculptrre (bottom) at tfre
center of a london shop (sec,tion).

necticut, who has designed many sculptural,
wooden flights. "Moving from upstairs to
downstairs can be a celebration."

The ground rules for designing staircases
are tied to the human gait. The 

^veragestride is 26 inches, so two risers plus a tread
should total no more than this dimension for
comfortable negotiation, according to au-
thors Cleo Baldon and Ib Melchior in the
new book Sups & Stainaays (Rizzoli), a his-
torical look at the subject. The space allowed
for stairs is sometimes restrained. so treads
and risers often are arranged into scissors, L-
shapes, winders, and spiral configurations to
maneuver around oblique angles or mini-
mize a staircase's volume.

Since the parrs are always the same, cre-
ativity in stair design often lies in details-
special marerials, methods of connection,
elaborate treads, minimal or nonexistenr ris-
ers, elegant railings. On these pages, we pre-
sent two very different stairs whose derails, if
Mies was right, must surely abet their rise
toward heaven. T

-MrcxenJ. 
CnosnrE
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Indoor Ecoloty
Air pollution in offices and homes forces architecrs ro design safety into interiors.

I N JANUARY, THE ENVIRONMENTAT PROTECTION AGENCY'S
r Seattle office sponsored a two-day seminar on indoor air quality.
Seminar coordinator Laura Lonowski expected 100 people, bur nearly
400 registrations flooded her office. Despite a frantic reservation for a
ballroom at the \Tashington Athletic Club, outside air from a polluted source, such as a
the EPA turned dozens of people away be- heavily trafiicked loading dock. In fact, it is
cause of the overwhelming response from often impossible to isolate a single culprit
public health professionals, attorneys, within a sick building, and efforts to fix one
builders, and architects. complaint can create orher problems. The

During the past two years, indoor air classic example of the complexity of indoor
quality has moved beyond theoretical discus-
sions to become a key design issue for archi-
tects. The EPA estimates that indoor air pol-
lsslep-alse known as sick building
syndrome-s1ay cosr U.S. business as much
as $1 billion ayear in medical costs, lost pro-
ductivity, and damage to interior fittings.
The problem reaches into homes too, where
hazards ranging from radon to sensitivity to
emissions of volatile organic chemicals
(VOCs) from pressed-wood products, carpet-
ing, and paints can lead to avariety of physi-
cal maladies.

But indoor air pollution is a subject many
architects would rather not face. "The prob-
lem is a complex one-and most architects
have an oversimplified notion as to what the
issues are," says Hal Levin, a Santa Cruz,
California-based research architect and edi-
tor of the Indoor Air Qaality Update. "To re-
ally understand the issue requires an archi-
tect to focus on it in a way that very few
have been able to do." Focus they must,
however, if the experience of Skidmore, Ow-
ings & Merrill's Chicago ofiice is any indica-
tion. "Two or three yearc ago, only our most
enlightened clients were asking about indoor
air quality," says Roy J. Clark, partner wirh
the firm. "Today virtually all of them do."

Indoor air polludon comprises a Medusa-
like amay of problems that defies easy de-
scription. Tobacco smoke, emissions from
carpets, paints or wood products, and ex-
haust fumes from nearby street traffic can all
foul indoor air. The proliferation of fax rna-
chines, laser printers, and copy machines,
with their accompanying chemical develop-
ers and toner particles, is another source of
pollution. Even a building's own HVAC
equipment can contribute to the problem if
it's not functioning properly or if it draws

pollution lies at the root of many interior air
quality problems-tighter sealing of build-
ings to increase energy efficiency.

Ironically, the EPA itself was hit with sick
building syndrome at its \(aterside Mall
complex in u(ashington, D.C., renovated in
1988. Dozens of employees complained of
health problems from working in the build-
ing, with six told by their doctors to steer
clear of the structure. \)7ith a test case liter-
ally in its lap, the EPA conducted an exhaus-
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A \Tashington, D.C., firm translates building codes into convenienr reporrs.

Deciphering the Gode

Brown believed that in the age of personal
computers, a market existed among design
professionals for an accessible, comprehen-
sive database supplying code information-
similar to the LEXIS information retrieval
system developed by Mead Data Central to
serve the needs ofthe legal profession.

A formidable task
\7ITH MORE THAN 44,OOO FEDERAL,
state, and local government bodies rhat de-
velop, impose, and enforce building codes,
Brown rcalized harnessing such a mammoth
bank of information would not be easy. In
fact, his initial research revealed that others

.ADMINISTRATIVE

.LOCAT AMENDMENTS

.CLASS/ OPTIONS

I N 1985, ARCHTTECT DENNIS B. BRO\rN DECTDED THERE HAD TO
I be a better way. Since founding his \Washingron, D.C., firm Ko-
matsu/Brown Architects in 1978 (now Geier Brown Renfrew Architects),
Brown observed that an inordinate amount of his time and energy was
devoted to researching building codes. He had attempted similar enterprises, only to
appreciated the importance of building code abandon them when the extent of the data-
compliance, and that code searches were in- base became apparenr.
tegral steps in three major phases of a design Brown called on Mar-
project. In the schematic design phase, codes shall Graham, an infor-
influence cost and construction class deci- mation systems special-
sions: building materials, height and ground ist who had served as

area, street frontage, and site orientation. In president of Source Tele-
the design and development phase, locally- computing and had held
enforced codes can affect design factors from execurive positions at IBM
glazing to handicapped accessibility, while a and Xerox. In 1986, after
complete review of all code requirements is confirming the project's
necessary for construcrion documents. viability, Brown and Gra-
Brown's problem with codes was not their ham formed Codeworks in
existence, but that keeping abreast of them \Washington, D.C.
was such a big job in itself.

Codeworks issues repods in ring binders
(below left) with pages divided into subtopics
referencing original code paragraphs (below),

The diagram (bottom) shows different types
ol Codeworks reports appropriate for various
stages of design.
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In establishing Codeworks Corporation,
Brown and Graham faced the formidable
task of dealing with the three entities that
provide the basic framework for building
codes adopted in the U.S.: Tbe Bailding Of-

ficials' & Code Administrators' Basic/National
Codes, used in the East and Midwest; the
Standard Bailding Code published by The
Southern Building Code Congress, which
governs the South; and the International
Conference of Building Officials' Uniform
Building Code which prevails in the \7est.
To complicate matters, these models are al-
most always modified by local code officials.

Keeping track of the code amendments falls

in the purview of the National Conference of
States of Building Codes and Standards
(NCSBCS) located near r$(/ashington in
Herndon, Virginia.

In September, 1987, knowing that NCS-
BCS held the key to month-to-month
changes in building codes nationwide, Code-

works entered into an exclusive agreement

whereby NCSBCS collects, abstracts, and in-
puts local jurisdictional code regulations into
Codeworks' database. The database com-
prises seven major code areas: building, me-

chanical, plumbing, energy, handicapped ac-

cessibility, fire prevention, and life safety. In
1989, a similar long-term agreement with
the National Fire Protection Agency, pub-
lisher of National Fire Codet, greatly en-
hanced Codeworks' database.

In late 198-7, after installing a database

onto a mainframe, developing software, test-
ing the market, and establishing an advisory

board, Codeworks was ready to do business.

From a marketing standpoint, the corpora-

tion was well positioned: few electronic code

information systems existed, and none of-
fered such a comprehensive database or in-
cluded amendments for local iurisdictions.
The initial service was marketed in metro-
politan areas located in the South and East.

Codeworks' primary product-computer-
generated reports-wete transmitted in two
formats: traditional paperwork or on-line re-

rieval via modem hook-up.

Tools lor Designers
CODEVORKS' GOAL HAS NEVER BEEN
to usurp design functions, but to expedite

them. The company's stated mission is to
provide "analytical tools and quality assur-

ance systems that increase productivity and

minimize the risk of professional liability."
Codeworks' adminisuative report is the

first tool in this process. It's most usefi.rl for
the pre-design phase of a proiect, since it
lists all current, locally adopted regulations
for the seven major code areas, as well as the

enforcing official's title, address, and tele-
phone number. An "additional notes" sec-

tion alerts the user to other general enforce-

ment information, and Codeworks can

rL2 ARCHTTECTURX /JUNE 1990

provide the full text of local amendments.
"\7e have a standing policy to use Code-

works as the basis for all proiects whose size

and jurisdictional complications warrant it,"
says Robert Adams, a project architect with
The Architects Collaborative (TAC) in Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. "From a corporate
standpoint, we're emphasizing the impor-
tance ofcode research, for the design profes-

sional is ultimately responsible for seeing

that regulations are satisfied."

But avoiding the cost of errors or omis-
sions isn't the only benefit Adams cites. "An

enormous expense is involved in maintaining
a code library, not to mention the manhours

involved in correspondence with code offi-
cials." Lance Josal of the Dallas office of
RTKL Associates concurs: "It doesn't pre-

clude contact with code officials, but it can

reduce the number of times contact is
needed. It doesn't eliminate the architect's
responsibiliry to interpret the code. S7hat it
does do is put the right information in front
of the right people. It also replaces a library
that stores outdated code information with a

continuously updated resource." The admin-

istrative report can also reduce hidden costs

associated with traditional code research,

such as travel and telephone exPenses.

New Jercey State
Aqmrium
Gamden, New lercey
The Hillier Group

The prcposed New
lersey State Aquar-
ium (lefO is phnned
as a public marine
life/visual arts facility
that is scheduled to
open in September
1991. lts prciected

attendance of orer
one million visitorc a
year posed perplex-

ing code issues such
as ingess, egregg,

and circulatin; the
amor- phous shapes

ol the spaces made
it dilficult to calcu-
late the numberc of
visitorc that could be
accommodated at
any one time. Pro-

lect architect l.
leomd Groom, lllJ1,

found Godeworks'
paragraPh sum-
maries eepechlly
valuable, expediting
ongoing rcs€rch as

design changes werc
mde.

Valuable for the construction and docu-
ments phase of a project, Codeworks' global

report serves as a quality control checklist.
The categories within the seven major code

areas are organized in index form by topic,
and cross-referenced. "Its big advantage is

that it allows us to do our iob more thor-
oughly," says Wagdy Anis, a project archi-
tect at Shepley Bulfinch Richardson & Ab-
bott in Boston, "because code issues are

grouped together by topic in the index, it
saves time. You know exactly where to
look." Codeworks' global comprehensive re-

port, for example, references as many as 40
code citations under the topic "egress capac-

ity" alone. The user searching only for infor-
mation on mezzanines can ignore the refer-

enced amendments concerning passage-

ways and ramps that follow. \$fhile the com-
prehensive global covers all code categories,

the report is offered in two other forms:
global architecture covers general building
code, construction, egress, accessibility, and

fire protection requirements; global mechan-

icallplumbing covers plumbing, HVAC, and

related energy issues. RTKL's Josal points
out: "It's cut-and-dried, cost-effective, and

reduces the need for appeals or variances. It's
also invaluable for the contractor, who can



use it as a tool ro veriry or back-check code
compliance."

Other reports are useful for schematics.
The design report provides a tabulated
overview of critical requirements affecting
basic design and layout-floor-by-floor in-
terrelationships of such elements as exits,
maximum travel distances, stairways, rest-
rooms, and hourly fire ratings for walls.
"Codeworks' design reporrs are really great
on mixed-use strucrures," observes Adams of
TAC. "They allow you to take a building
apart layer by layer and compare relation-
ships between occupancy, specific uses, and
cost." Calcularions are referenced to the
original code document.

"Class and opdon reports are very useful
when design relationships are considered,"
notes Jim LeBlanc, vice president of Hell-
muth, Obata and Kassabaum's Dallas office.
Codeworks' class report helps an architect
determine the least resrrictive construction
type and use-group classification after de-
sired options are specified. It supplies calcu-
lations for evaluating trade-offs among site
dimensions, maximum street frontage,
building area, number of stories, story

lakeline Mall
Arstin, Texas

RTXL Assochtes Inc.

The Dallas office of
RTIG Assochtes
finst used the rc-
search seruices of
Codeworks for the
385,(XX).oqmrc-foot
Lakeline Mall (top

right). The rcgioml
mall includes fwe
department stores
and a 65Gseat food
coud (bottom riglrt),
expected to be com-
pleted in the fall
of 1992. The Gode.
wodrs rcport prc-
vided prciect
mamger Gandace
Sheeley with amlysis
of codes particular

to shopping malls-
egress capacity, mix
of uses, and tte rc-
lationships between
those different
usesin a single
rcfercnce book. sl

could look up all the
igsues in one
sourcert she says,
which saved at
least two weeks of
research time.

heights, sprinklering, and attendant costs.
The option report is rhe reverse of the class
report: the designer specifies consrrucrion
class, and Codeworks generates the various
options.

The comparative report complements an
existing global report when design alterna-
tives are considered. "\7hat if'scenarios dic-
tated by cost facrors can be tested against
regulations. Codeworks' specific reports re-
veal the ramifications of one design change-
adding a circular staircase, glass elevator, or
41ils6-4s to compliance with regulations
from each of the seven major code areas.
Chapter reports document all the code re-
quirements in a given jurisdiction affecting a
major building issue, such as handicapped
accessibility or forced-air sysrems.

Codeworks' reports also can be used as
marketing tools. "Global and administrative
reports provide a tool we can show a client,"
says Herman IDTolfe, principal of Askew
Nixon Ferguson rDTolfe in Memphis. "They
are a tangible demonsration of the firm's
commitment to quality control." At the pro-
posal/bidding stage, reports serve as factual
records of billing determinations.

To market, to market
IN 1989, PARTLY AS A RESULT OF CLIENT
suggestions, Codeworks reassessed its mar-
keting and service strategies. Initially, the
company's reporrs were divided into two
product lines: CodeControl and CodeAna-
lyst. The subscription fee for each was $29j.
Currently, all reports are available to sub-
scribers in a combined product line. The to-
tal first-year subscription fee has been re-
duced to $195, with a yearly renewal fee of
$100. The individual reporrs continue to
range from $3j to #475.

Use of information retrieval through per-
sonal computers, which required modem
hook-up for an additional charge, has been
suspended. "The questionnaire format on
paper is one that everyone is familiar and
comfortable with," says Codeworks presi-
dent and CEO Marshall Graham. "rilfe listen
to our customers. '$7'e learned how to orga-
nize and deliver information in the form
consumers want to use. rve made the as-
sumption that everyone in the field wanted
an automated product and wanted to access

and retrieve data using their own personal
comPuters."

Graham adds: "Many firms don't yet have
PCs, and for those that do, access to them
may not be convenient for principals. And a
project architect may become involved in the
code research cycle only once or twice a year.
It's not surprising that users would forget
how to use the program. Relearning that
procedure defeated a major strength of our
products-saving time." That's not to say
that Codeworks won't consider an auto-
mated information service some time in the
future. "\D7e will continue to be responsive to
the demands of our market, however thev
develop," says Graham

Ifith more than 400 firms accessing code
data pertinent to 900 municipalities in 84
metropolitan areas, Codeworks is steadily at-
taining its goal, in Graham's words, "to con-
tinue our geographic march across the coun-
try, adding jurisdictions and providing
complete, in-depth answers to code ques-
tions." The subscription service includes a
toll-free cusromer service line and a monthly
newsletter that alerts users to new jurisdic-
tions added to the database, and to those
with pending code changes. Marketing man-
ager Brenda Wheeler adds: "Users have also
suggested that we extend our database to
foreign markets where business is growing at
a phenomenal rate, and that service may de-
velop into a long-term goal. Our presenr
priority is making the U.S. database even
more complete, by adding code data that re-
lates to specialty building types, like deten-
tion facilities."

In addition to being open ro suggestions,
states ril?'heeler, another important aspect of

Continued on page 138
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limitation had to do with our use of non-
standard size sheets. \fle often use unortho-
dox media in nonstandard sizes, and prefer
not to trim a sheet after plotting. This made
loading paper in the DL difficult. We were

unable to load some sheets that had been cut
from a roll and were not exactlv square.

-carHimNr LEE, arA

LP3500
IOLINE

THE LP3'OO IS THE LEAST EXPENSIVE

plotter included in this evaluation. lil7ith one

pen and no control panel, it is priced at

$3,170 including a roll feeder.

Ioline's marketing strategy for the
LP3500 is a blend of rear-garde and avant-
garde notions. The plotter is set up with
software. available from Ioline for both Mac-
intosh and DOS-based computers. The only
control on the machine is a single button
with a tiny red light. This stands in marked

contrast to the industry trend toward more

complicated button pads and on-board plot-
ter programming.

Its ultra-heavy gauge metal parts, held in
place by perfectly countersunk machine
screws, would be at home mounted on

brackets in the back of a forestry service van,

connected to a laptop computer. Actually, it
is so sturdy that you could just let it bounce

around on the cargo deck.
\fhen mounted on its attractive natural

oak roll-feed stand, however, the ensemble
makes a fashion statement that would fit
perfectly in a recently sand-blasted fern bar,

or the professional equivalent. The LP3500

Reviewers Michael Tzanetis (left) and John

C. Voosen (right).

is the ideal machine for use with entry-level
employees, who can be expected to stand
around watching the plot appear at 10

inches per second. They'll be ready and wait-
ing to change pens when the machine stops

and blinks at them, and it will take with im-
punity whatever else they can dish out.

I had the LP3t00 plotting perfectly with
Archicad and Claris CAD on a Macintosh
IIct with its 68030 processor. But getting
the plotter to establish relations with the
68020 Macintosh SE used at the evaluation

meeting was impossible.

To see if the plotter had somehow been

damaged in transit, Mac-format HPGL plot-
files were translated onto DOS disks. They
plotted perfectly with Ioline's proprietary
Host and Send-IT programs on an IBM AT,
but another quirk was discovered. Rather
than letting you configure a port and simply
copy a file to the plotter from the DOS
prompt-one of the only delights left in the
DOS universe-Ioline makes you use its pro-
prietary software, just like it does on the Mac.

This approach makes some sense in that
it lowers manufacturing costs and allows the

controls to be continuously updated after
you buy the plotter. It also makes some

sense in a rough service environment, where

this machine will be most at home.

-ANosns 
T. NsRrtlr. eta

OrvrNtProrrEn
,Dt

JDL \7AS ONE OF THE FIRST VENDORS
to offer a dot-matrix printer that under-
stands the vector graphics output of CADD
programs and draws like a plotter.

The newest version, the OmniPlotter, in-
creases the plot size to 24 by 36 inches. Res-

olution also has been enhanced, up rc 360
by 360 dpi. For quick check plots, the user

can select 180 by 180, or 180 by 360 dpi.

\7ith a four-color ribbon, the machine
thinks it has 15 pens to produce 20 colors.

All standard media types except mylar are

supported. For high-volume offices, the
OmniPlotter is network-compatible with a

built-in roll feeder and a 2-megabyte buffer,
expandable to 6 megabytes for unattended
plotting of multiple files. An optional SCSI

port accepts files from Macintosh and work-
station computefs.

'When our first plot started rolling out of
the machine, people came from all over our
floor to watch the giant, Epson-like device
print, plot, and make noise. The OmniPlot-
ter requires a room ofits own to preserve the

sanity of our staff.
Beyond the noise, we discovered some

very nice color plots that were sharp regard-

less of the resolution we selected. Its menu
system, displayed on an LCD control panel,

is small but adequate and uncomplicated. Its
speed was good.

I was most intrigued by what we didn't
see the plotter do: giant spreadsheets show-

ing the elevations of a zoning envelope and

financial feasibility; a complete MasterSpec

for an institutional building; and full color,

photo quality, D-size images developed with
imaging software. JDL assured us that all
are possible, but we never saw them. Those

features would make the OmniPlotter's
$6,690 list price acceptable. \il(ithout them,
it's a heavy, noisy, expensive plotter.

-JouN 
C. VoosrN

NORTH EI,F:VATION

Ti$borPcS D6ig!
Dnrlog Coubty of vclt lrblb4 l{ H.
luTtlDEsKItlC. John llska

HN& or m rom (LY)l
EtvlfloE
ffi

JDL's color dot matrix OmniPlotter produced elevations (above), drawn by John Liska' West

Lebanon, New Hampshire.
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Graphtec plottens,

Pen and pencrl, pen only or pencrl on y.

Sma lforrat, wide {or"nat. Thernals, ploter/
cutters More than 20 drfferent plotters
It's a chorce variety. ln fact, you can't f ind
a wider range of plotters anywhere else

Choice specs.
And Graphtec has the chorcest specs too
Co'npare our plotte's {or lDS, Gs, intel. -

gence, .esolut on, acc-rdcy, .epeatab ltly,
perpendrc-lari1y, oer sensrng, sott land-
rng wrth automatic recapprng. Our pens
ast 30oo longer and corne in 40 sryles ard
colors.

Software choices? We run wrth a I the
popular applications, rncluding AutoCAD',
Lotus 1-2-3', VersaCAD', Harvard Graph-
rcs , CADKEY" and MacDraw ll'

Choice users, choice support.
Big firms, smailfirms, government Choosy
users throughout the U S And Graphtec
backs ls plotte's with pe.sonalrzed serv-
ice and support to make sure your appli-
cat ons run right every time

Choice deals.
lf you're look'ng 'or a choice plotre. at a

choice price, ci'oose Graphrec. \,4/'re, or
call if you're rn a hurry'

1-800-oK4-PLOT
ln California (714) 261 l568

FAX (714) 833-7568

/CuW
It's your choice"

AMERICAN GRAPHTEC, INC
I 7!1.12 f o\'\'af , lr, ne, CA 9211,1

r, rrtr! ,rt ir', rr!.r
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TIUTOH AiIERICA

MUTOH STAS ONE OF THE FIRST VEN-
dors in this country to offer a plotter that
could draw with pencils as well as with pens.

\7e think this idea has considerable merit.
Pen plotters must be slowed down to plot
accurately and dependably without skip-
ping, particularly on mylar. The F910A
plots in pencil at full speed with amazing
clarity and almost absolute dependability.

For our office, the F910A was the best
plotter reviewed. Most often, we will have a

CADD operator enter general information
for a drawing and plot that information as

part of a base sheet. Other designers will
work manually on these drawings and then
ask for CADD assistance to add edited
schedules, notes, etc. But I wish the F910A
had a roll feeder and cutter like the Oce
G184t-AC.

Mutoh's documentation could use some

help. It is very difficult to find instructions
for the most common applications. A one-
hour call to technical support was futile.
Fortunately, the plotter is easy to install.

-Cnentrs 
R. Ns\rr\,r,{N. ale

G1845-AC
OCE GR'IPHICS

THE G184'-AC IS DESIGNED FOR FIRMS
that anticipate a heavy plotting load. There
are days when our six-year-old Hewlett-
Packard is plotting all day, so we were in-
trigued by the Oce design. Like six of the
other plotters we reviewed, the G1845-AC
feeds from rolled media. Less common is

Oce's cut and stack feature. We liken the
paper-cutting feature to a facsimile machine:
\7ould you buy one without an automatic
paper cutter?

The biggest bottleneck with our CADD
system is the plotter. Our Hewlett-Packard
had been extremely reliable and accurate, if
slow. The Oce can be configured with a

buffer of up to four megabytes to allow for
off-line plotting. The G1845-AC also comes

wirh built-in pen optimizers and curve opti-
mizers. Automatic pen recognition is also
built in, meaning that the plotter will pick
out the correct pen regardless ofwhere is has

been placed in the carrousel holder. It is

shipped with an ADI driver, for still more

speed, and a "soft landing" feature of the
pen holder virtually eliminates pen slips.

The Oce appeared to be the quietest of the
pen plotters. This is commendable, but we
did miss the solid sound that our HP makes

when it picks up a pen. Features still missing
include the multiple oudet and built-in net-
work manager of the DraftMaster MX.

Oce's manuals are ovedy complete and
include excellent graphics. In fact, the as-
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Weihe Partnerchip, Washington, D.C., superimposed e model of 81O Seventh Strcet onto
actuaf site conditions (abow). The Golo6tation D imge was origimlly 22W 4 inchec.

sembly instructions are entirely graphic.
Technical support is free and provided in
English, rather than computerese.

-rJfarrun J. HarNsruntsrR,,u,t

CoronSrartoN D
RASTER GRTPHrcS

AT THE TIME THIS EVALUATION BEGAN,
we were interested in improving our CADD
output capabilities for both production and
presentation graphics. \re've tried outside
plotting services, but we prefer in-house
plotting.

Rwierers Walter l. llainsfurfter' All\ ffi)
and Edrrad W. Wender, AIA (tight).

Our short list included a faster and qui-
erer pen plotter with pencil capabilities plus
a small-format color printer for solids and
painting presentation, or the JDL Omni-
Plotter because of its screen-capture capabil-
ity for solids and paindngs.

Never had we even considered electro-
static plotters, believing them to be too
large, too complicated, and certainly too ex-

pensive. All these misconceptions were re-
futed by the ColorStation D.

The ability to reproduce full-color, ren-
dered drawings sets the ColorStation D
apart from other plotters. The colot picking,
blending, and balancing for painting is a bit
tricky, requiring some experimentation and
practice, but the output is truly remarkable.
The resolution (400 dpi), registration, and

accuracy are very satisfactory. Time required
to produce a rendered and filled painting av-

erages between 10 and 20 minutes. It
produces construction drawings at 400 dpi
in a quarter to a third the time required by
our Hewlett-Packard 7 580A plotter.

The paper-handling system is especially
good. It is completely internal until the fin-
ished plot emerges and drops into a semi-en-

closed tray. The bond paper comes on 500-
foot rolls and is automatically loaded, cut,
and then printed with no waste. Most other
roll-fed plotters lose paper between plots. A
translucent, vellum-like bond and a mylar
film are under development. Multiple plot
files can be sent for unattended plotting,
with up to 20 drawings collected in the out-
put tray. Quietness is another very appealing

feature of this plotter. It is among the qui-
etest ofthe 11 we evaluated.



Low Price (about $1,000
less than othpr umlors)

Batch Plotting, Pm
Grouping, Out- of- Media

Smsing reduces
operator inbrumtion

42 ips,2.8 g acceleration

for higher througltput

36 inch cut-shnet
or rollfeed

Autonxati,c peniupe
-----r--- sruing allou's you to

mit di.frerent kinds
of pms in the turret.

\\ 
Integral,manual
paper cutter

New Artisan@ Plus 1026

UserDefued.

We make a great team.
You deflne the features. functions.

performance and price.
We design, engineer and build the

plotter, Result: pen plotters that set
the standard for the industryyear
after year.

Our new Artisan Plus 1026 is the
latest example. You asked for higher
throughput, unattended oper ation and
a low price. We delivered.

With 42 ips velocity, jack-rabbit
acceleration and sophisticated plot
manager software, the new 1026 is a
match for companies averaging 20 to
100+ quality plots per week.

Can't afford to babysit plotters? The
1026 minimizes the need for operator
intervention with batch plotting, pen-
type sensing, pen grouping, and out-
of-media sensing.

And we engineered a price you'll
Iike. About $1000 less than other plot-
ter companies.

Other members of the Artisan Plus
family such as the 1023 (24-inch)
and 1025 (36-inch) were deflned and
designed to fit value-conscious buyers
with different plotter requirements.

All are built to the quality and
reliability standards that have made
CalComp famous.

The ultimate plotter? You deflne it.
We'll design it,

For more information, just call 800-
CATCOMP In Canada, 416-635-9010.
0r write: CalComp, P.0. Box 3250,
Anaheim, CA 92803. We're expecting to
hear from vou.

llbdawon
yrrrinnginationf

T,ICatComo
A Lockheed Company

O1990 Cal0omp Inc. Artisan. Artisan Plus and \le drau ol lour imagination are trademarks or registered trademarks of CalComp Inc.
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Although the cost of the ColorStation D
($18,500) is the highest of the 11 plotters
in this evaluation, it is about equal, allow-
ing for inflation, to what we paid for our
HP plotter several years ago. The cost is

more than the options in our pre-evaluation
short list, but the improved production per-
formance and enhanced presentation capa-
bility of the ColorStation D easily justifies

the difference. Perhaps the only drawback
of the ColorStation D is the 22- by 34-inch
size of its output. SThile not a problem for
our firm, 24 by 36 inches is the smallest
standard sheet used by most architecture
firms.

-JoHN 
H. H.rNsoN, ara

Caouarn
VEiSAf,EC

VERSATEC BPJNGS THE ELECTROSTATIC
plotter to an affordable level for many archi-
recture firms. Its E-size Cadmate lists for
$13,900, only $1,905 more than Hewlett-
Packard's Draftmaster MX pen plotter. Yet
the speed of the electrostatic plotter is four
to eight times faster than most pen plotters,
although not as quick as CalComp's direct
thermal plotter. One reason the price has

been reduced is because all rasterization of
the drawing is done with the computer's
processor. Hard disk space required for this
process can be substantial; an E-size drawing
requires 17 megabytes.

Installation is very easy: install an adapter
card in one slot of your computer, run the

automatically installing software, load toner
and paper, and then just press one button
for a test plot.

Two plotting formats are supported: ADI
for Autocad, and HPGL. The ADI driver is

about twice as fast as the HPGL driver.
Controls are much simpler than pen plot-

ters. Since the plots are created in the com-

puter and only the final image is sent to the

plotter, the controls consist of a test-plot
button, local/remote switch, paperlmylar
switch, error light, and contrast control. The
Cadmate can plot on bond, vellum, or my-
lar, all supplied by Versatec. Output re-
quires special material that can hold a

charge. Both the toner and paper are oppo-
sitely charged.

Resolution of the Cadmate is 300 dpi,
which gives excellent line quality on

straight lines and fills, but isn't so good on

45-degtee lines or curves. CalComp's direct
thermal plotter is much better at curves and

angled lines.
One drawback for our office was the need

to cut the sheets by hand and then post
punch them for our consultants. The plotter
can only be used on one machine, unless a

network is installed.

-Devto 
I. ENcsrrE. ata
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Anie R. Madin of Versatec (left) and review-

er lohn H. Hanson, AIA (right).

GEHER'IL OOItrTIENTS

THE DMP-61 BY HOUSTON INSTRUMENT
is a basic, full-featured pen plotter with a

more reasonable price than other E-size plot-
ters. I've had a Housgon Instrument plotter
for three years with no problems. Enter's
SP1800 is a good little plotter for a reason-

able price, but its D-size is not large enough
for our office. \Working with the single pen

of the Ioline LP3500 is like working in the
Stone Age.

JDL's OmniPlotter permits different lev-

els of resolution, so check plots can be done

faster than finish drawings. Even at high res-

olution (360 by 360 dpi), it is still signifi-
cantly faster than pen plotters.

For an electrostatic plotter, che price of
Versatec's Cadmate is approaching a reason-

able level. It can handle batch processing, it
does shading for 3D image plotting, and it
produces a full E-size plot.

The ColorStation D plotter from Raster

Graphics costs more but it produces some

very sliqk color images. Since we draw in a

true 3D mode and do all architectural de-

sign on CADD in our office, we will need

this level of output when price and perfor-
mance improve. But I can't understand why
they didn't make this plotter just a little
bigger.

-l\,faa5s411 
F. Hlsnrsrror. ata

Bruce K. Bachman of Mutoh (left) and reyiewer

Catherine Lee, AIA (right).

THE RASTER GRAPHICS COLORSTATION D
offers a serious alternative to pen plotters for
medium-size firms that need quality presen-

tation drawings. However one problem is

the machine's odd sheet size. Another is that
random lines showed up when the HPGL
plotfile I created in Versacad Macintosh was

output to any electrostatic plotter. The pen
plotters and the JDL plotted the same file
perfectly.

I was rather disappointed by the pencil
plotters. I found them overpriced and not
really offering much of an advantage over
electrostatic models.

AIso impressive were the Houston Instru-
ment DMP-61 DL with an optional roll
feeder and the JDL OmniPlotter, which
comes with a roll feeder and a big buffer. I'd
be willing to lose some line quality for the

*1:1.1.".nt 
of 20 colors and bitmapped

-Mrcuan Tzaurls

OF THE PEN PLOTTERS. THE ENTER.
Houston Instrument, and American Graph-
tec models stood out for curve resolution
and diagonal fill. The Enter plotter was also

extremely quiet.
The American Graphtec plotter had the

advantage of being able to mix pens, pencils,

and felt-tips within one plot. This provides
the advantage-say for space plans-of be-

ing able to hard-line the base building and
leave the plan easily changeable.

Curves and diagonal lines created with
the raster plotters tended to have jagged
lines. The CalComp has a maximum resolu-

tion of 200 by 400 dpi, which is unaccept-
able if you are used to 300 dpi. Further, it
requires special CalComp paper and this, in
addition to its cost, renders it unacceptable
for our office.

Since we are most interested in presenta-

tion work, the JDL and Raster Graphics full-
color plotters were the most exciting, even

though the CalComp and Versatec were
both much faster.

The JDL at maximum resolution
was no faster than a typical pen plot-
ter and, being a dot-matrix, was un-
acceptably loud. However, the fill
was good and solid and the jaggies

wefe no worse than some of the Pen
plotters we tested.

Most impressive was the color
electrostatic plotter by Raster
Graphics. It used a four-color process

to create up to 2)6 colors by dither-
ing, and had a resolution of 400 dpi.

Both the Raster Graphics and the

JDL had the advantage of being able

to render drawings made with Auto
Shade, or other similar paint-type
programs, and I think this type of

Continued on page 1 34



BOSTON AND BEyoND
Knoll International gears up for the 1990s.

!rITH A NErr, ENERGETTC PRESTDENT, PETERJ. COHEN, TUTORK_

ing under the direction of chairman Marshall S. Cogan, Knoll Inter-
national is undergoing a major revitalization ro secure its leadership
position in the 1990s and beyond. This monrh, major product intro-
ductions will make the company's showroom the talk of Neocon.

According to Cogan: "The entire
showroom will be given over to our
new products. I have personally made
an invesrment of $50 million to make
this company one of the ten great
names in America roday."

Eadier this year, Knoll launched
the largest single upholsrery collection
ever introduced at one time in con-
tract industry history. Designed by
Hazel Siegel, managing director of de-
sign for Knoll Textiles woddwide, the
collection consists of 38 patterns in
430 differenr colors. At the same

time, the company opened its brand-new showroom in Boston on
the first floor of a classical revival building constructed rn 1923
(above left). Located in the heart of the city's downtown, the new
showroom supersedes the previous Back Bay rowhouse designed by
Gwathmey Siegel in the 1980s, offering a hefty 10,800 square feet of
space. Kenji Ito, creative director of interior design at Knoll, collabo-

Frcm the street, the Knoll win.
dow display sets up an enticing
invitation (top left). From the
building's travedine and brass
detailed lobby, the ltuoll show-
rcom is enteled through a 12.
foot anodized aluminum satin.fin.
ished tunnel, split with hairline
detailing of cold cathode liehting
(above). The transition frcm dark
to light is achieved with a snory
white reception area fleft), with
maltle tiled floor and white en-
velope, illuminated with an abun-
dance ol rccessed incandescent
lighting and backlit niches show-
ing the companyts aocessories.
lholl lnlernatlonal. Circle 412
on infomation card.
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rated with Skyline Architects of New York City on the project,
which was in turn supervised by Albert Pfieffer, managing director
of Knoll International Holdings, Inc. Ito's academic raining as a

stage designer at the Masachino Art University in Tokyo provided
an excellent background for his current position as in-house designer
at Knoll. He firmly believes: "Interior architecture for product show-
room design should be a backdrop, a stage. It must be understated
and simple. The products are the performers."

Passing through the building lobby's travertine and brass foyer,

with irs original detailing intact, the visitor enters the showroom
through a twelve-foot tunnel (page xx, top right). According to Ito,
the anodized aluminum, satin-finished tunnel with its slate floor
serves as the practical and emotional transition from the outside
world into the Knoll environment. The vista upon arriving within is

of a dazzling, snowy white space, which is planned with care to en-

sure that each of the five Knoll market segments-Knoll systems

and furniture; Knoll\7all, a movable wall system; KnollStudio, a

high-end line of furniture; KnollTextiles; and KnollExtra, accessories

and systems fllsnisuls-a1e displayed to the best advantage. The dis-
cretely hidden conference room, for example (facing page, top), is
partitioned with Knoll 'W'all translucent and smoked glass panels for
privacy.

Back offices for sales personnel are partitioned with the
Knolls7all system; textiles are shown both draped and in sample
pockets; accessories are poised elegantly in backlit niches; the status

furniture upon which the company has built its reputation is

grouped into seating areas; and the systems upon which the com-
pany has made its profits over the past 10 years is arranged in or-
derly fashion to show off the various lines. With overhead sparkle

from MR16 lamps, the result is a breathtaktng orgatization of mas-

terful display. T

-BEvERrv 
Russr,rl

The new Hazel Siegel textile collection is
displayed both in draped swags and in dis-
play pockets (above), including samples ol
fabrics translated from four paintings by

Paul Klee (above, foreground). Shown in

backlit niches (right) are items from the
KnollBrtra line of office accessories. The

Mandarin chairs fiom the ltuollStudio Col-

lection (right) are designed by Ettore
Sottsass. The Pascal conference table (fac-

ing page, top) is veneered in bird's-eye

maple and surnounded with Sapper seat-
ing, upholstered in lftollTextiles'Luna de-

signed by Jhane Barnes. The lftroll office
systems (facing page, bottom) show the

advances made in the Morrison Systemt

and the introduction of the Morrison lVin-

dow. The new option incleases light and vi-

sual contact while preseruing speech pri-

vacy in an open plan environment. The

illorrison lYindow, fully unitized and field-
mountable, cian be installed as an indMdual

window, in a higMow configut?taonr or as

clercstory. lts 22-inch-high frame fits atop

any 42-inch-high Morrison yertical panel'

to create a 64-inch-high window panel. The
product is available in clear, smoked' or
translucent aclylic, in widths of 6-inch in-

crements, between 18 and 48 inches. The

company will supply tempered glass upon

requesl. Knoll lnternational. Circle 413 on

irformation card.
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E]|ERGY OltSClOUS OllSrRUCilOll :
BECAUSE TIIERTARE

ilIO SIDES IO TUERY SIORV,

Occupant:

"I want a
comfortable
buildingwith
lowoperating
costs."

THE CONNECTICUT LIGHT AND POWER COMPANY

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS ELECTRIC COMPANY. HOLYOKE WATER POWER COMPANY

NORTHEAST UTILITIES SERVICE COMPANY O NOBTHEAST NUCLEAB ENERGY COMPANY

THIS ENERGY COI{SERVATION MESSAGE IS PAID FOR BY CL&P ANO WIIECO CUSTOMERS.

Circle 104 for more information

Circle 106 to have a CL&P/WMECO representative call.

The Building
Team:

"We want that,
too. But without
increasing first
cost.tt

YES, I'm interested in ECC. Please send me more
information. Also, send me the free gtidebook Energt
and Economics: Strategies for Olfice Building Destgn'

! I'm an architect or engineer. fl I'm an owner or developer

city 

- 

State 

- 

Zip 

-
fl Please have a representative contact me

Mail Coupon to: Northeast Utilities,
P.O. Box 3023, Wallingford, CT. 06't92-3023

ONAODOUEn(C

With Energy Conscious Construction (ECC), both sides get what they need. For occupants - a

comfortable, productive work environment. For the owner, architect and engineer - improved energy
efficiency without exfensiue chnnge ordzrs or unnecessary construttbn dzlaf .

ECC is a program with monetary incentives and free consultation from The Connecticut Light and

Power Company (CL&P) and Western Massachusetts Electric Company (WMECO). Its aim is to
encourage aaAtionat energy-saving measures in new, nonresidential constntction projects rn the CL&P
and WMECO service territori es. Typirally, tltp incentiues for tlw energt-sauing rneosucres in ECC can

couer thc increm.ental cost - Iilith the added reward of I'ower

electri,c bills from the day thc buildins is occupi'ed.

For more information and a free copy of our ECC guide-

book Energt and Economics: Strategies for Offi'ce Building
Daigr, simply fill out the coupon. Or call800-545-0663.

r

ruffifff



YES.
AGETT$SDESIGIT
T{} Sf,AIID THE TESf OF TIME.
I ike the pyramids, the YES Entrance System provldes
I durabtllty, tlmeless deslgr and more. Much more.lbu'llh flnd no other manufacturer provldes as many standard
features. And you get all the extras wlthout added costs.

Compare the standard features of Yes Entrance Sptem
and select lts distinctive quality for your next ageless desgn.

ffi.
ftanfiV S/&,ns for Innarad,te D€5itgts

5610 Gwaltnev Drive
Atlanta. GA 3fu36
(n+l3/t-ner
YKK, AP Inlernational: Tok)ro, Singapor€,
Taip€i, Hong Kong, Jakarti, Melboume
and Sao Paulo.

slrcngth and rlgldlty
for gr€ater wlndload
capacity, wlthout
GXpOted fastenerE.
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JoTNING THE SvsrEu
Integrating work stations with interior architecture.

GREEN$rELL GOETZ ARCHITECTS, A TOP RANKED INTERIOR
design firm in the nation and currently listed as the leading interiors
firm in 'Washington, D.C., by the Vashington Business Joarnal, re-

cently completed the headquarters of the \(alker & Dunlop real es-

tate and mortgage banking company. $7ell educated in the design
process from experience in leasing, lValker & Dunlop had definite
esthetic preferences in mind for its 25,000-square-foot office. This
enabled the project team to meet the compressed time schedule de-

sired-portions of the design process occurred simultaneously, and

construction that began last September was substantially completed

by December.
The client requested its existing Herman Miller furniture be sup-

plemented with the manufacturer's newer lines. The result is a com-

fortable work environment highlighted by custom mahogany wood-
work and glass paneling. Millwork was primarily applied in the
public spaces, casegoods in the open areas, and a combination of the

two in the executive quarters, creating a transition between different
office functions. The gridded furniture and Glass E-walls lining the

length of the executive corridor create an integrated banding that
blends the furniture with the architecture. The palette for the new

space is neutral with a beige carpet and light-colored walls. Black is

used as an accent color to create a powerful, graphic image.

-Arr,ry 
Gnay LrcHr

2. At the end of the executive
corridor and in private offices,
furniturc blends with architec-

ture. Sidelights designed to ac-

cent the similar gridJike rhythm

of the furniturc admit sunlight
into the space.

3. Greenwell Goetz introduced
sunlight in the core of the office
by designing work stations with
window tiles and panels of
stepped heights.

1. Existing Herman Miller work
stations were retrcfitted, and 8O

percent of Herman Miller's new

furniturc and chair lines were

specified for Walker & Dunlop's

Washington headquarters. The

headquarters is one of the firct
on the East Coast to be installed

with Herman Miller's Ethospace

Support Cabinetry. The main con-

ference rcom (above) is dMded
frcm the reception area by a

glass panel.
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4. In the reception anea, nta-

hogany and glass millwork in a

repeated grid pattern enhances

the entry behind a granite

threshold. A glass panel also
frames the entrance from the
reception arca to the main con-
ference rcom. The mahogany

reception desk, with its black

transaction ledge, is from Her.

man Miller's Ethospace line; the
mahogany boat-shaped confer-

ence table is from Mueller' and

conference room chairs are by

Mueller, upholstered with lack
lcnor larcon fabric. Hennan

Miller Inc. Circle 4Ol on infor-
mation card.





1. The 89OO Series wire man-
agement desk system contains a
grommet system package, in-
ternal and external troughs, and
retractable power center that
pulls out from the worksurface.
Allsteel. Circle 4O2 on informa-
tion card.
2. Cetra executive casegoods
incorporate design options, col-
ors, and styles to fit any level of
management. Adec, div. of Kim-
ball International, Gircle 4O3 on
information card.

Drsr SEr
Executive furniture for private and open offices.

MANY CORPORATIONS HAVE SIUTITCHED THEIR MANAGERS
from enclosed offices to less formal spaces with partitions and glass-
paneled systems, resulting in a wide range of furniture designs now
available on the conrract furniture market. Executives, however, still
want desks and ofiice sysrems that convey their standing within the
company, and help them organize and manage their computer
equipment, paperwork, and storage more effectively.

"Power" desks typically sport materials such as expensive woods,
stone, and learher, but more affordable plastic laminates and painted
metal surfaces also make a strong srarement when well designed.
Manufacturers are also beginning to use socially conscious and non-
toxic products, such as non-endangered species ofwoods and natural
materials.

Most systems now offer wiring and cabling within the furniture.
And interrelated casegoods, storage units, work surfaces, and
variable-height paneling complement desks, increasing flexibility in
Private and oPen offices' 

-A.G.L.
4. & 5. The Tinta system of
wood casegoods, wod< sur{aces,
and variable-height panels can

be assembled into modular, free-
standing desks and storage
units for open aneas, or can be
used in private offices as well.
Woods can be specified in a
number of painted-sudace op-
tions, or custom colo6 arc also
ryailable. Desks, oedenzas, and

tables can also featurc granite,

maltle, leather insefis, and
painted inlays in wood tops.
Geiger International. Gircle rl()5

on iniormation cald.

1t2 ARCHTTECTUR_E /JUNE 1990

3. Ihe Camden line of nood case
goods offers double pedestal
desks and executive and secrctan
ial L-shaped units and crcdenzas.
hoducts arc walnut veneer with a

hand-rubbed rmhogany fi nish.

Stow & Ilavis, div. of Steelcase.

Gircle 4()4 on irformation cad.

6. The exotic ltalian furniturc of-
fice system Rotar features
round, oYal, or modular confer.
ence tables, as well as desks, lo-
tating sideboalds, consoles, and

cabinets, The system has a tubu.
lar steel base that aocolntno.
dates wiring. Adjustable side-
boards lay onto pedestal
cabinets on casters, and rotate
on ball bearings. A green granite

top is optional for desks, con.
soles, and low back.up cabinets.
Bccutive chairs have either
leather, upholstered, or synthetic
arms. The Pace Gollection. Circle
406 on information card.



NpocoN PnpvrE\r
Neri'furniture debuts in Chicago this month.

NEOCO,T.- ll \\'ll.L Ili, HELI) A1'THE NIERCHANI)lSE NIART tN
Chicago lirrn June 12- 11, attracting ovcr t0,(XX) architects, interior
cle signers, iacilitics miu)iUlers, contr'.lct firrnisirings clealers, and other
profcssror-rals. This conli'rencc trncl cxposition is the largest contr.lct
fLrnrsl-rings industrv shor.r' in the countr\'. The l\lerchandise NIart has

consistentlv expanclecl its floor space ancl norv contains over 2.6 niil-
lion sclrLare t-eet of pnrtluct shosroon-rs rnd offlces. A u'icle ransc of
conrrlct! rctail, hospitality, health care , institutional. government,
ancl othe r nrarkct-relate cl iiLrniture is shuu'n. This ve .rr's Frr )griul re-

sponcls to the nerv clccade by providing a global overvtcrv o1-the
chzrnging cr-rltr-rral ancl international busrness tnvir.nrrlent. fcrtLLrinq

speekers in the rlesign ancl busincss commr,rnity ivho rvill aclclress

rhest issr-res. ln adclition to the lecturcs anil nunrcroLrs semin.rrs
sponsored bv re lated industry professions, the pr,'.lr-tcts t. bc un-
r-eiltcl at tirc sho* indicate ir consistent trencl ton'artl more compre-
hensive u,ork svstems furniture . Therc rvill also bc morc Modcrn-
inslrired dcsign, ancl morc re-issues of prcviously' mannfactured
firr-riturc. proving tl-rat good rlesign nevcr loses stvlc or a;,pcal. I

A.G.L.

3. Paolo Parigi's Ganasta chair
has interwoven elastic bands in
the seat back, Palazzetti. Circle
4O8 on information card.
4. Contract tables are designed
by Massimo Vignelli and Eric

Barielt. Various tops are avail-

able in laminate, veneer, and

resin surfaces. Kl. Circle 4O9 on

information card.
5. Work Flo panel-mounted rail
system supports a variety of
supplies and tools lor the office.
Details, Circle 41O on informa-
tion card.
6, The Reale table, based on a

1946 Carlo Molino design. lCF.

Circle 411 on information card.

t, & 2, The Rizzioffice collec-
tion of freestanding components
features desks, credenzas, over-
head storage units, and lateral
files in various heights and con-

figurations. A modular wiring
system (left and below left) man-

ages wires and cabling within

cavities hidden behind side,
front, and kneespace panels. The

Gunlocke Company, Circle 407
on information card.

E
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Plollercfron page 122
machine is the direction of the future: high
speed, high resolution, and a minimum of
mechanical parts. If costs can be reduced,
the small- to medium-size architecture firm
will buY it' 

-carHERrNE 
Lns. AIA

\TITH A FE\T EXCEPTIONS. COST IS MY
criterion in comparing plotters for my firm.
The exceptions are the OmniPlotter, down-
graded because it is so noisy; the LP3500,
downgraded because its performance at the
evaluation meeting was so erratic; and the
SP1800, upgraded because it's very quiet
and because it looks and acts strong as an
ox, or at least as strong as my Houston In-
strurnent plotters. But I'm a little concerned
about the DMP-61 DL because of its pen
holder.

The ColorStation D has the most exciting
potential, but for its price I could buy three
SP1800s and still have $5,615 cash in my
pocket.

Although we didn't see it at the review
session, American Graphtec also markets a
plotter-like product used in the sign indus-
try to cut vinyl letters. \7hat about letting a
CADD program drive a cutter around a
sheet of Strathmore board or similar material

to make the pieces for an architectural
model?

American Graphtec hopes to demonstrate
a model-making machine at AIEIC Systems
in Atlanta, June 12-11.

-JouN 
C. VoosrN

I ITOTILD LIKE TO SEE MUTOH'S TOUCH
pad replaced with a joystick to locate the
digitizing target. Hewlett-Packard used a

joystick on the eadier 7580 series plotters,
but replaced it with directional buttons that
are only marginally better than the rouch-
pad that most vendors use now, and neither
is even close to being as as good as the joy-
stick. \7hen using sheets preprinted with
borders and title block, you must be able to
control exactly where the drawing is placed.
No plotter we reviewed had an acceptable
method.

The only other plotter in this review that
could also plot in pencil was the American
Graphtec GP1004. American Graphtec feels
its approach is better because the GP1004
can plot in pencil or ink from the same car-
rousel holder.

In application, however, this feature
proved to be a significant problem. This is

because ink pens are kept from drying up by
holding the pen point in a rubber well when

it is not being used. Pens tend to deposit ink
in these wells, the amount varying by the
size of the pen point and how much it actu-
ally leaks.

After seeing the GP1004 plot in liquid
ink, I asked to see rhe same plot repeated in
pencil. Not only did several lines have both
pencil and ink on the new drawing, but sev-
eral drops of ink had fallen onto the paper
and smeared. Ink from the previous pen had
leaked into the pen-holder well and been
sucked up by capillary action into the lead
holder. The centrifugal force of the plotter
caused several drops of ink to fall onto the
drawing.

The DraftMaster MX was rhe only plot-
ter that failed to plot correctly the drawing I
brought to the evaluation meeting, even af-
ter eight tries.

The SP1800 offered the best value. I even
think that Enter defines a border better than
Mutoh or Hewlett-Packard. My only objec-
tion was that the control panel faces hori-
zontally at a level that assumes you will be
sitting down to operate it. But I would not
consider buying the other plotters we re-
viewed in this price range. They are either
too difficult ro operare, too poorly con-
structed, or too slow.

-CHamrs 
R NrvirlaN. ara

w
DC-3648 PlainThe Mita Paper Copier

gives a much sharper, cleaner image than

any blueprint c0uld. But to {0lly under-

stand its advantages over diazo copying,

you need more than good eyesight.

You need the vision to see how it could

revolutionize your business.

For one thing, it's able to make copies

from originals that measure up to a huge

36'x 78'lAnd can produce up t0 19 con-

tinuous cooies from either 24"x36" 0r

18'x 24'originals.

Mita's plain paper copier reproduces

virtually any type of original, too. Without

chemicals 0r the need for translucent or
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CALCOMP'S DRA\TINGMASTER \TOULD
rank number one with me if its media were
widely available from sources other than
CalComp. Mutoh's pencil plotter produced

clearer drawings overall, but American
Graphtec's pencil plotter drew dot patterns,

which the Mutoh did only with pens. AIso, I
didn't like the placement of the pens in the
DMP-61 DL by Houston Instrument.

-\7armnJ. 
HArNsnuntnnn,,u

THE VERSATEC CADMATE COSTS LESS

than the ColorStation D, but its interface
board requires a slot in the host computer,
its output is monochrome, and its resolution
is 300 dpi. The JDL OmniPlotter fell from
favor when we heard the tremendous noise it
produces and the time required for raster
plots.

The HP DraftMaster MX appears to be a

somewhat faster and quieter version of our
7580A. ril7e particulady like the simple plas-
tic skirts that dampened the paper-move-
ment noise. W'e wish they were available as

a retrofit option for our HP.
The Oce G1845-AC would be on top of

our list for a new pen plotter if it had pencil
capability. It appeared to be the fastest and
quietest of the pen plotters of all those we

saw during the evaluation. The automatic

advancing, cutting, and stacking of roll-fed
media make this machine unique uunong pen

plotters. Another unique feature is the stor-

^ge ^re^ 
for supplies incorporated into its

base.

-Jouw 
H. HaNsoN, ata

Charles R. Newnan, AlA, is head of
Charles Newman €t Associates, a 1)-rnember

firm located in Naperuille, Illinois. The firm
ownt a Hewlett-Packard 7 5858 pen plotter.

Marshall F. Hjertstedt, AlA, heads MFH
Associatet, Chicago, The four-member comner-

cial firn has a Houston Instrument DMP-56
pen plotter,

Jobn C. Voosen is president ofJobn C.

Voosen Arcbitects, a six-mernberfrm in
Chicago. Voosen does contrnercial design and uses

tuo Houston Iutrument pen plotters, a DMP-
52 and a DMP-42, as well as a Hewlett-
Packard 7475A.

lilalterJ. Hainsfurther, AIA, is president of
Oraille l. Kurtz €t Associates. Det Plaines,

lllinoi:. The 12-member conmercial and indus-
trial duign firnz ilres a Heulett-Packard
7 5808 pen plotter.

Terrill lY'. Janssen is director of computer

seraices at Loebl Schlossman and Hackl,

Chicago. The 12)-menber firm ures tur

Hewlett-Packard 7 5868 pen plltten and a
Hewlett-Packard 2 40E electrostatic p/otter,

DauidJ. Engelke, AlA, is uice president of
P otter Lawt on Architects, Madison, \V'iscons in.

The 38-menber firn has two pen plotters, a
CalComp 1043, and a Hou$on lnrtrtmtent
DMP-43,

Michael Tzanetis h an independent archi-
tect doing conmercial and some residential de-

sign in Elmburst, Illinois, He does nlt run a
plotter, but uses a seruice bureau and an Apple

Macintosh computer.

Catherine Lee, AIA, is project manager at
Enuiron, Chicago. The 22-nenber residential,

comrnercial, and institutional design firm does

nlt lwn a plotter and uses a seruice bureau,

Edward M. lYenzler, AIA, is a partner at
V{/illian Venzler and Associates. Milwaukee.
'Vl'isconsin. 

The seuen-member firm has a
Heulett-Packard Drafimaster Il peft plntter,

AndersJ. Nereim, AlA, is a Chicago archi-
tect and teaches at tbe School of the Art Insti-
tute, Chicagr,. Nereim works on both IBM and
Apple Macintosh computen, He does not haue a
plotter.

John H. Hanson, AlA, is president of Sten-

bro Astociates, Chicago. The nine-mernber firm
ilret twl pen plotters, a Hewlett-Packard

7 580A, and an Ioline LP4000,
Continued on page 137

sffi r
transparent base materials. Everything

from bluelines to CAD-plotted 0riginals

c0me out beautifully, even if the 0riginals

are faded 0r \/V0rn. (0ur auto-exposure

sees to that,)

PIus you can copy on more than plain

paper. Ch00se bond. 0r translucent b0nd.

Vellum. Erasable vellum. 0r film. They all

c0me out oil free. So you can make nota-

tions just like on plain paper. There's even

a leature that enlarges margins t0 give

you more r00m t0 write 0n.

lf you're still uncertain about switching

to Mita's plain paper copier, give us a call

at 1-800-ABC-MtTA.

And let us put things into proper focus.

Allwe make

are great c0piersi'
Based on drawing byAmerican Pecco Co

Circle 120 on information card

,uld be very clear hY now'

c 1990 lVrta Copyslar Inc
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r GPlOO4. Eight pens and/or pencils. 19MB
buffer. E-size. Accepts parallel output.
#8,995. Service: $444 ayeat after a one-year
warranty. American Graphtec. For more in-
formation, circle 42O.

I DrawingMasler 52224. Direct thermal
process. Up to 200 by 400 dpi. 25MB buffer.
D-size. Second color (red) available on spe-

cial paper. Roll fed. Multiuser. Accepts par-
allel output. #14,991. Service: $1,500 a year
after 90-day warranty. CalComp. For more
information, circle 42I.

r SPl8OO. Eight pens. 16-kilobyte buffer.
D-size. $4,295. Service: $240 a year after
two-year warranty. Enter Computer. For
more information, circle 422.

I DraftMaster MX. Eight pens. 20MB fixed
disk buffer. E-size. Roll fed. Multiuser. Ac-
cepts parallel output. $11,995. Service: $312
after one-year warranty. Hewlett-Packard.
For more information, circle 423.

I DMP-61 DL. Eight pens. 4S-kilobyte
buffer. D-size. #4,895. Service: $595 after

Prorr,sn INronnaarroN

one-year warranty. Houston Instrument. For
more information, circle 424.

r LP35OO. One pen. l4-kilobyte buffer. D-
size. $2,995 plus $175 for roll feeder. Ser-
vice: undetermined after one-year q/arranty.

Ioline. For more information. cicle 425.

r OmniPlotter. Color dot matrix. Up to 360
by 360 dpi. 2MB buffer. D-size. Roll fed.
Accepts parallel output. $6,690. Service:

$330 per year after a six-month warranty.

JDL. For more information, chcle 425.

r F91OA. Eight pens or 40 pencils. lMB
buffer. E-size. $8,900. Service: $720 after
one-year warranty. Mutoh. For more infor-
mation, circle 427.

r G1845-AG. Eight pens. 512-kilobyte
buffer. E-size. Roll fed. Cuts and stacks
drawings. $9,+gO plus $500 for parallel out-
put. Service: $500 after one-year warranty.
Oce. For more information. circle 428.

r ColorStation D. Color electrostatic. 400
dpi. 40MB fixed disk buffer. Engineering D-
size only (22 by 34 inches). Accepts parallel

ourpur. $18,500. Service: $3,t39 ayear af-
ter 90-day warranty. Raster Graphics. For
more information, chcle 429.

I Gadmate. Electrostatic. 300 dpi. E-size.
Accepts parallel output. $13,900. Service:

$1,380 a year after 90-day warranry. Ver-
satec. For more information, circle 430.

Not all ploxers on tbe narket could be reuietaed.

Additional plotters t0 cnluider m.ay includ.e:

lZela 675. Eight pens andlor pencils. 30-
by 42-inch size standard. 40 kilobyte buffer.

#7,I95. Service: $336 after 90-day war-
ranty. Bruning Corp. For more information,
circle 431.

I Numonics 7191. Eight pens. A-E sizes.

500 kilobyte buffer. $5,49t. Service: $419
after one-year warranty. Numonics Corp.
For more information, chcle 432.

r DPX 35OO. Eight pens andlor pencils in
three widths. A-D sizes. lMB buffer. Flat-
bed plotter. $6,495. Roland Digital Group.
For more information, circle 433. I

..THE DISAPPEARING DOCK"
At a raised concrcte dock. . .

l{ow you don'l

lf you can't safely load and
unload all trucks at your
loading dock, you need a

versatile Advance Su pe rdok.

Call 1-800-THE D0CK for
FREE information.

V/e're here to help.

AD|AIrcEUFTS
Advance Litts, Inc.,3575 Stern Avenue. St. Charles, lL 60174 (708) 584-9881

l{ow you see it

Circle I24 on information card Circle 126 on information card ARCHTTECTURE /JUNE 1990 87



CHANNEI.S
WATER
INTO SINK

INSTALIS
IN CORNER

PROTECTS WALL
AGAINST IMPACT

COVERS TAPED
DRYWALLSEAMS

CONVENIENT
FRONT DROP

CAP PROTECTS
THRESHOLD

MODEL SBC-1700-BP-2

Save floor space and
protect the drywall.

Specify Williams CORLOW corner model
service sink with stainless steel Splash Catchero
back panels, and protect the drywall against
damage and deterioration.

You'll have aTerrazzo and stainless steel
installation that's attractive and easy to maintain.
And determined to prevail against the hard use
and high humidity in the maintenance closet.
Send for specifications...

The most complete line in America

STERN-WILLIAMS CO., INC.
P.O. Box 8004. Shawnee Mission, Kansas 66208

We produce service sinks.
We help you avoid problems.

nw
\rf
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Codesfrompage 11j
the Codeworks client relationship is confi-
dentiality. "It may be obvious to us by the
nature of data requested that firms are bid-
ding for the same project. That internal
knowledge is suictly protected. Even in our
dealings with a given firm, we communicate
only with designated personnel."

After making clear the use of Codeworks
products as design and marketing tools,
\Theeler like to smess an additional way they
are valuable within a firm. "They're great
training tools. Architecture schools teach de-

sign. They generally don't focus on business

aspects like code compliance or budget anal-
ysis. The responsibility for initiating a new
staff member to these elements of the indus-
try falls to senior staff. The repofts don't re-
place that function, but because they are so

logical, tangible, and thorough, they can

simpliS' this teaching process. That frees se-

nior staff members to pursue other impor-
tant activities."

Vhile developing products to meet the
needs of its target malkss-216hitects-
Codeworks discovered that professionals in
other fields could use its database. Construc-
tion litigators require facts about the historic
enforcement of codes: the Codeworks
database includes many dating back to the

1970s. Manufacturers of building materials

want to market products that are universally
applicable. A producer of coaxial cable, for
example, recently needed to manufacture
materials meeting codes in New York as

well as Phoenix and Chicago. The company
has entered into an agreement with the Mar-
riott Corporation whereby Codeworks pro-
vides data that affects decisions at the eadi-
est stage of a project: site acquisition.

Even the professionals who are already
the best informed about code enforce-
msnl-shs code officials thsrn5slvs5-rn3y
find they have use for Codeworks' services.

The newest product, the jurisdiction report,
comprises a comprehensive index, cross-ref-

erenced by topic, of all the seven major
types of building codes and their amend-
ments in force in a given jurisdiction, which
can complement a public official's research

at the plan review stage. However, Code-

works' primary market has been, and will
continue to be, design professionals. Code-

works marketing vice president Christopher
Coyle puts it this way: "Architects are

trained to create design solutions, not to
conduct research. Our reports allow them to
get out ofthe books and back to the boards.

They allow architects to do what they do

best-design."

-JouN 
Monnrs

John Morris is a freelance writer based in
Vl'ashington, D.C.

I
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to engineers, and argue for the need to re-
claim a share of that responsibility. They
propose numerous design strategies, includ-
ing more discriminating material selection
and an increase in user control over the local
environment.

Architect Hal Levin discusses volatile or-
ganic compounds, the chemicals emitted by
common building materials such as adhe-
sives, synthetic textiles, solvents, paints, and
composite wood products. In combination
with inadequate ventilation, such com-
pounds can create an indoor smog that
causes irritation, if not illness. FIe recom-
mends that construction specifiers require
manufacturer's safety data sheets, and he
provides sample specification wording to en-
sure that safe products are selected.

One chapter is a non-technical guide to a

generic HVAC system, explaining the hard-
ware in terms of opportunities for pollutants
to accumulate and redisribute through the
air supply. Common problems presented in-
clude outdoor air intakes near loading docks
and bacteria accumulating in cooling coil
drain pans.

The book concludes with a protocol for
evaluating problem buildings. This is a

methodology for architectural and medical
teams working together to identifir human
symptoms and built causes. \fith the atti-

tude that health is more rhan the absence of
illness, these authors believe you do not need

to prove a building has problems before you
can justify preventive and maintenance
remedies.

Like strong medicine, this book lacks
sugar coating. It is more scientific in tone
and vocabulary than most books architects
read. Do not expecr a miracle cure, bur do
expect to come away from it with a substan-
tial and important education. Unfortunately,
the consequences of ignoring this problem
arc large and growing. Architects can do
their share by incorporating health-sensitive
criteria to their everyday design processes.

-BJ. Novrrsxr

BJ, NoaitsAi is an arcltitectural technology

writer liaing in Eagene, Oregon.

Designing Exhibitions
Gihs Velarde (\V'bitney, #27,50)

IN THIS BOOK ON THE DESIGN OF CON-
temporary show space, Giles Velarde, former
head of the design department at the Geo-
logical Museum in London, surveys exhibit
strategies throughout the wodd. He breaks
his book down into the stages of exhibit de-
sign, with discussion about the exhibit's con-
tent, the role of the designer, the exhibit

program, its descriptive material, the pre-
sentation of artifacts, the exhibit's manage-
ment, its production, closing, and mainte-
nance. There is an extensive glossary, a thin
bibliography, and ample illustrations.

Visual Simulation: A User's Guide for
Architects, Engineers, and Phnnerc
Stepben RJ. Sbeppard (Van Nos*and
Reinbold, #47.95)

AS ARCHITECTURAL PRISENTATIONS BE.
come more and more sophisticated with the
use of computers, laser disks, and video tape,
architects need to know what simulation op-
tions are available and how best to employ
them. This book, written by a landscape ar-
chitect and an environmental planner who
specializes in esthetics and visual communi-
cation, covers the gamut of simulation tech-
niques. It shows how the methods are used,
and how they are employed as design tools
and for client presentations. The book is also

intended to inform clients, such as public
servants who must make decisions based on
visual simulations by others, on simulation
quality and how to spot inaccuracies. The
book is liberally illustrated with examples of
a wide range of simulation techniques, many
of which ate amazing' 

continued on page 140

Unlverrily ol South Florlda
Archltecture Faculty Posllions

The FAMU/USF Cooperative Master of Architecture Program,
located at the University of South Florida in Tampa, is a professional
degree program offered cooperatively by the School ol Architecture
at Florida A&M University and the University of South Florida.
Nominations and applications are invited for tlvo lull-time 12-month
faculty positions at the ranks of Full Professor, Associate Professor,
or Assistant Professor. These positions are University of South
Florida appointments.

The Program offers an eighl-semester curriculum to students who
hold baccalaureate degrees and who now wish to pursue the
professional degree in architecture. Students with previous work in
architecture or related disciplines may be accommodated with
advanced standing. The Program emphasizes urba'n architecture
and related issues.

Successful candidates will be expected to teach in at least two
curricular areas including: Design, Structures, Environmental
Technology, History and Theory, plus advanced electives in an area
of specialization. Experience with computer applications in archi-
tecture is desirable.

Minimum qualifications for all positions include the M. Arch.
degree or equivalent, and appropriate practical experience. Profes-
sional registration is preferred. Applicants should indicate the
professorial rank of the position for which they are applying and
present credentials indicating an appropriate mix of teaching and
practical experience to support an application for that rank.

Applications including resumes and the names of three reterences
must be sent by June 30, 1990 to Alexander Ratensky, AlA,
Program Director, FAMUiUSF Architecture Program, 10770 N. 46th
Street, suite A-800, Tampa, FL 33617.

The University of South Florida is an Affirmative Action, Equal
Opportunity Employer. All prospective candidates should be
inlormed that, in accordance with Florida law, their dossiers are a
matter of public record and are available upon request to its
residents.

..THE DISAPPEARING DOCK''
Replaces expensive truck wells . . .

The economical way

For half the cost of a truck

well loading dock, you can

have a versatile Advance

Superdok.

Ail 1-800-THE D)CKfor

FREE information.

We're here to help.

Ml&llVCE LIFTS
Advance Lifts, Inc.,3575 Stern Avenue. St. Charles. lL 60174 (708) 584-9881

The costly way
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Baksfrom page 139
Modern Architecture in Barcelona:
185'l-1939
Dauid Mackay (Rizzoli, #25)

AUTHOR DAVID MACKAY COMMENCES
his survey of Barcelona's Modern architec-
ture at a precise moment in the mid-19th-
century. It was then, he writes in the intro-
duction, that "the modernization of Catalan
society required space beyond the restricting
walls of medieval Barcelona. demolition of
which was begun in 1854. The shape of the

modern city began to emerge."
By the close of the 1930s however, the

forces of fascism brought an abrupt end
(Mackay describes it as an "interruption") to
the development of Modern architecture in
Barcelona. \(ithin this S5-year time span,
Mackay examines the emergence of a Span-

ish modern esthetic, starting with Ildefons
Cerda's rational, gridded plan for the expan-
sion of Barcelona in 1859. Barcelona's
"Modern Romantics" of the late l9th-cen-
tury-Josep Yilaseca, Lluis Domenech i
Montaner, and Gaudi-attempted a mar-
riage of traditional and modern forms. The
"Ideal Romantics," such as Josep Pericas and

Josep Maria Jujol, further developed Mod-
ernism on a civic scale. The "Utopian Mod-
erns," among whom must be counted Josep
Lluis Sert, Joaquim Lloret, and Raimon Du-

ran Reynals, brought Barcelona fully into
the modern esthetic of clean lines and new

materials.
Mackay's book is filled with excellent

photographs of Barcelona's Modern mile-
stones, and the text is well-written.

Russian Architecture of the Soviet Period
Andrei lkonnikoa (lmported Publications,

#19,95)

\TITH GLASNOST RUNNING AT FULL TILT
and the Communist party throwing in the
towel, this book is an extensive survey of
what the Soviets have wrought architec-
turally since 1917. While there are lots of
pictures of the monotonous super-block
buildings that the Soviets are infamous for,
there is also a review of Russia's classical
buildings of the l9th-century, and many
Modern masterpieces by the Constructivists,
such as Tatlin's design for the monument to
the Third International, Melnikov's dia-
mond-windowed house and his Zuvey club
house, and Barkhin's Izvestia newspaper
building.

The Stalinist period marked an abrupt
end to Constructivist experimentation, and
promoted the megalomania of the 1934
Palace of the Soviets (a 1,300-foot-high
building crowned by a 26-stoty statue of

Lenin). Construction on this Soviet wedding
cake was halted due to \(orld \Var II when
it was barely out of the ground, and its 65-
foot deep foundations were later turned into
a swimming pool.

This book, which was printed in the
U.S.S.R., contains lots of photos by the au-
thor (mostly black and white) with orienting
graphics like plans and maps. The text is

lively and very informative.

Structural Design in Wood

JaditbJ. Stalnaker and Erne$ C. Hatis
(Van Nostrand Reinhold, #47.95)

THIS BOOK, \TRITTEN FOR ENGINEERS
and architects as a guide to the structural
properties of wood, also includes a range of
design options and applications of the mate-
rial. Topics include wood structure and
properties, production and grading of sawn
lumber, loads and allowable stresses, meth-
ods of connection. the selection of various
structural members, timber trusses, plywood
and similar wood products, the properties
and design of wood diaphragms, built-up
and composite members, form-work for con-
crete, and wood durability, protection, and
preservation. The authors are civil engineers
at the University of Colorado at Denver. I

-MrcHaErJ. Cnossrc

SEARCH FOR AN EXECUTTVE DIRECilOR OF TTIE

President Jonathan F. Fbnton

NEW SCHOOL
FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

66 West l2th Street, New York, NY 10011
Affirmative Action / Equal Opportunity Employer

EIWIRONMEI{IAL SIMT]LATION CEIVTER
AT TIIE NEW SCHOOL FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT AND T]RBAN POUCY
The New Schoolfor Social Research is pleased to an-
nounce that an Environmental Simulation Center will
begin operation this fall, under the auspices of the
Graduate School of Management and Urban Folicy. The
i n novative Center wi | | employ sophisticated stateof-the'
art physical modeling and computer technology to
simulate and analyze the visual and physical impacts
of proposed changes in the built environment.

The Executive Directorwill be responsible forthe overall
operation and promotion of the Center. The Search
Committee is looking for a committed individualwith the
following abilities and demonstrated interests: design
background, preferably an architecit, urban planner or
designer familiar with urban design, land-use regula-
tions, and public policy in the metropolitan region (in-

cluding zoning, historic preservation, and environmen-
tal impact analyses); credentials for a faculty appoint-
ment at the G raduate School ; familiarity with computers
and visualization techniques; and leadership and fund-
raising skills.

Substantial support from private foundations has been
committed to the Center which is expected to make an
important contribution to land-use decision-making and
planning in New York City.

The New School for Social Research has a strong com-
mitment to the principle of diversity in all areas, and
strongly encourages applications and nominations
reflecting this commitment. Applications and nomina-
tions should be sent, no later than July 1, 1990 to:
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Did you miss valuable information otfered by advertisers
in last month's issue of Ancurrcrune?
The manufacturers listed below and on the following page were advertisers in last month's issue who are anxious to provide 1'ou rvith rheir latest

product information and literature for your planning needs. To receive this helpful information, just circle the appropriate nr-rmbers on the ad-

iacent self-addrcssed, postage-pard response card. For product information and literature from advertisers in rhis issue of Ati.ct-ttmcrunr, circle

the appropriate numbers appearing on the advertisements.

ASG. Send today for more information on Alucobond Technologies. For incredible
our improved ASG Architectural, the best design executions, follow these directions
architectural package yet. word for word: ALUCOBUILD. Ir's a valu-

Cirde No. 145 able word of advice for architects looking for
the most formable. workable, and durable

Adams Rite Mfe. Go. Adams fute Series

3000 exit devices meet s*ingent fire codes,

and do it with imagination and flair.
Circle No, 167

Advance Lifts, Inc. If you don't have a load-
ing dock because space or cost is a problem,
you need a versatile Advance Superdok.

Circle No. 137

Advance Lifts, lnc. If you can't safely load
and unload all trucks at your loading dock,
you need a versatile Advance Superdok. Call
1-800-THE-DoCK for t *r r"u;;irli1.,n,

material in the industry Circle No. 65

American Olean Tile. AOT is paving the
way to a dazzlng new age of quarry tile
beauty with colors that enliven any palette
and new shapes and sizes. Circle No. l1

Andersen Gorp. Allowing you to make bur-
nished concrete beautiful, precast concrete
preemptive. But then, the most concrete
reason to specify Andersen@ windows has

always been beauty.

Armstrong lYorld Ind. New Cirrus@ Classic
Motifs-The only lightly textured ceiling
panels available in rwo classically ornate pat-

Circle No, I

Armstrong World Ind. Cirrus@ Sylla-
bles@-Fine texrure wirh infinite options.
Create an intricare custom look without ex-
tensive design time. Cirde No. 3

Armstrong World Ind. Suffield'" floors.
Variations in vinyl. Palette of 12 colors.
Chemically bonded seams. Easy to clean.

Circle No. 5

Bethlehem Steel Corp. The next rime you
have a challenging design problem to solve,

consider the advantages of prepainted Gal-
valume'" sheet. Cirde No. 69

Black & Veatch. psq/s1JanrM-translates

drawings so accurately...they're as much
alike as peas in a pod! Cirde No, 135

Bobrick Washroom Equip. Designer Series

offers a complete selection of accessories in
3) colors. Everything you need to uni$' all
accessory elements into your washroom de-
sign and color scheme. Circle No. 127

Advance Lifts, Inc. For half the cost of a terns.
truck well loading dock, you can have a ver-
satile Advance Superdok. Circle No, 149
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..THE DISAPPEARING DOCK''
Replaces dangerous concrete ramps

You can avoid accidents

and the high cost of ramps

by using a versatile

Advance Superdok. Call

1-800-THE D]CK for

FREE information.

We're herc to help,

ADIIANCE LIFTS
Advance Litts, Inc., 3575 Stern Avenue. St Char es. lL 601 74 (708) 584-9881

The hard way The safe way
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Bradley Gorp. The many advantages of
Bradley's new ACCU-ZONE'" infrared acti-
vation conuol for plumbing fixtures are de-
scribed in this free four-color brochure.

Circle No. 53

Bradley Gorp. The design coordinator for
the Milwaukee Summerfest Grounds says,
"Bradley ACCU-ZONE" $fiashfountains
work so well the only place we don't have
lines is in the washroom." Circle Na 55

Brick Institute. Brick proves that even the
most utilitarian buildings can be exception-
ally attractive when designed with brick.

Circle No. 19

Galifornia Redwood Assn. Free folio of lit-
erature for architects illustrates the beauty
and performance of redwood. Cirde Na 41

Carlisle SynTec Sy;terns. The great taste
of McDonald's chose a Carlisle roofing sys-

tem. The leader in single-ply roofing.
Circle No. 99

Chicago Faucet Co, The Legacy Collec-
tion-the new standard of beauty...a be-
queathed legacy of quality. Circle No. 17

Grown Metal Mlg. Send today for more in-
formation on how you can use Crown Metal
studs and hardware for recessed wall systems
for o#ices, stores, libraries, dens, etc.

Circle No. 153

Curries Co. Our KD Drywall frames are rhe
narrowest steel frames you can get your
hands on. You won't find a narrower KD
Drywall frame. ril(e promise. Cirde No. 83

D.P.|.C. Claims happen. It's what you do
when they happen that shows the stuff
you're made of. Professional Liability Insur-
ance for Design Professionals. Circle No. 13

Epic Metals. EPICORE@ composite floor
system, designed with a floor and a ceiling in
mind. Send to receive more information.

Circle No. 79

Florida Tile. The new "Artura Imagery Col-
lection" is a ceramic wall creation that is

classic, artistic and individually expressive.

Circle No, 67

Fry Reglet.'S7hat's behind every Fry mold-
ing? You will find the finest products avail-
able and caring professional people who will
be with you every step of the way.

Circle No. 9

Garavanta LTD. Solve building access prob-
lems in style with the Garavanta stair-lift.

Circle No. 147

GE Monogram. Monogram-a complete
line of built-in appliances. A way to avoid
some of the complexities that can occur
when you build a custom Ort n n 

.rrr, 
No, 71

General Felt. Veelok carper gers great
mileage in heavy traffic. It's made to excel
for years under conditions that would ruin
lesser carpets. Circle No, 93

Genflex Roofing Systems, Send roday for a
fact-filled brochure on our new GenFlex RM
Roofing System. Circle No. 37

Georgia Pacific. Georgia Pacific presents an
innovation in sheathing: G-P Dens-Glass@
Gold. Named for its unique gold alkali-resis-
tant coating, it is truly the next generation
in sheathing. Circle No, 175

Grace, W. R. Grace's new Bituthene System

4000 is based on 21 years of proven
Bituthene technology, and it complies with
existing and anticipated VOC regulations.

Cirde No. 97
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service and quality. Circle No. 157 for more information.

Haws Drinking Faucet Co. Haws has a full
line of outdoor drinking fountains in a

melange of textures, colors, and scyles.

Circle N0.73

Hewi. Color-Design-Performance. Send
today for more information. Circle No. 57

Homasote. Tack on another reason to choose

Flomasote: new, elegant Design \ilall. It
combines superior tackability with the ele-

Graphisoft. ArchiCad has the highest price
of 24 other CAD programs because it is the
best. Try it. See for yourself.

Circle No. 103

Harding Steel. From single residenrial park-
ing systems to 1000-l commercial installa-
tions, Harding-AFG provides the urmost in

gance of textured fabric. Circle No, 91

Hurd Millwork Co, New Hurd InSol-8'"
windows are a remarkable achievement. No
other residential window insulates to #8
and blocks over 997o ofthe UV ravs.

Circte No. 95

Intergraph. Big-system capabilities at a

small-system price. Send today for more in-
formation. Circle No. 139

l{awneer Co. lnc. Kawneer aluminum en-
trance systems are part of the wodd's most
memorable architecture. They make a build-
ing extraordinary. Circle No. 43

l(awneer Co. Inc. Kawneer has a complete
line of aluminum entrance systems, each a

timeless classic in irs own right. Send today
Circle No. 49

Kawneer Co, Inc. No matter what design
statement you're making, Kawneer has an
aluminum enrrance sysrem to help make it
immortal. Circle No. 51

Kawneer Co. Inc. Now America has a fuil
iine of inexpensive commercial-grade win-
dows that delivers Kawneer performance at
up to 5OVo less cost. Circle No. 77

Kawneer Co. Inc. 350 Tuffline enrrances
are all their name says rhey are. For new and
replacement doors in high-traffic and abuse-
prone installations. Circle No. 171

Koh-l-Noor. Send to receive complimentary
Catalogue No. 1, describing Rapidograph
technicai pens, Koh-I-Noor inks, and other
drawing materials. Circle No. 87

LCN Glosers. Attenrion to detail is one rea-
son why LCN closers perform better and last

Lees Garpet. Send today for more informa-
tion about Lees Commercial Carpet. The
carpet you need to be cosr effective.

Cirde No. 35

Manville Roofing Systems. For a roof sys-

tem that performs the way it's supposed to
right from the start, come ro the company
with over 130 years experience-|,{anville.

Circle No. 21

Marvin Windows. Marvin Windows are
made to order. Send for more information
today. Circle No. 61

Monier Roofing. No matter whether your
design calls for a roof of slare, wood shake,
Spanish clay or classic Mediterranean rile,
Monier has you covered. Send today for sam-
ples and product literature.

Circle No. 105

Monoceranr,/Tile Group ltalia. "SHOP" our
new glazed ceramic tile that is extremely
hard and non-sraining, perfect for medium
trafic commercial interior applications.

Circle No. 29

Monsanto Saflex. Send for our free "Guide
to the Structural Performance of Laminated
Architectural Glass" and software package
for more information on how well laminated
glass stands up in a crisis. Circle No. 101ionger. Circle No. 89
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Mutoh lnd. Take advantage of greater effi-

ciency and economy in your plotting opera-

tions with a pencil-compatible plotter from
Mutoh. Circle No. 129

l{ixalite of American. Keep birds off your

structural designs-include Nixalite@ Ar-
chitectural Bird Control from the start. Send

today for more information. Circle No, 7

Nucor Gorp. If you have a fast track job, or
one on a normal schedule needing Vulcraft
joists and joist girders, we're here to help
you get it done. Circle No. 23

PABCO. If you still think that the best way

to fireproof a grease duct is with gypsum,

think again. The 3-step Super Firetemp ap-

plication is the Zero Clearance S"]lr:"::
Circle No. 27

Panasonic O/A. The FP-C1 Digital Color
Copier from Panasonic. For the creative
power that every business needs.

Circh No. 155

Peerless Lighting. The new 9-112" x i"
rounded system. Peerless. Soft, even, glare-

free office lighting, from shapes as beautiful
as the light. Circle No, 85

PELIA Rollscreen. Pella's exclusive custom

capabilities enable us to match the color,
style, and sight lines of windows no matter
what the age of the building. Circle N0.81

Pozzi YYindows. Pozzi l0(ood lflindows offer

advantages an architect can appreciate.
\Tindows as distinct as your signature.

Circle No. 25

Proudfoot Co. Inc. Soundblox@ slotted
masonry units set the standard for un-
matched acoustic control in thousands of ap-

Rampad Partitions Inc. The quiet elegance

of Rampart's affordable acoustical products.

Circle No. 141

Rite Hite Corp. Specify the vehicle restraint
that helps prevent accidents for 98% of the
top 300 U. S. companies. Dok-Lok@.

Cirde No, 17 3

Roilrm & Haas Go. Prolong the life of a roof.

Cover it with a white elastomeric roof coating

based on Rhoplex@ EC acrylic technology.
Cirde No, 7 5

Schlage Lock Co. There's only one Frank
Lloyd Vrighl-Jhs1s'5 only one Schlage.

Seod for a fi.rll line catalog. Cirde No. 169

Shakertown. Hidden nails add to the
beauty of Shakertown cedar siding. They're
concealed underneath each panel during in-

plications. Circle No. 47

stallation. Circle No. 63

favor. Circle No. 13 3

Stucco Stone Products. \fith lightweight
Cultured Stone@ you can achieve the beauty
ofnatural stone at a fraction ofthe cost.

Cirde No. 59

United States Auminum. U.S. Aluminum's
Series 3100 Silicone Curtain Ifall creates

beautiful undisturbed architectural reflec-
tions. Circle No, 39

Sloan Valve Co. Inuoducing the On-Q
Electronic Faucet. An elegant solution to ev-
ervthing no-hands faucets should be.

Circte Na 165

Spacesrer Cotp. High-density mobile stor-
age systems increase storage capacity, and

eliminate off-site storage.

Circle Nos. 109, 111 , 1 13,

115,117,119,121 & 123

SPI Lighting. The Renaissance, an excellent
choice in lights. Now in compact fluorescent
as well as H.I.D. indirect. Circle No, 125

Steelioist Institute. $[ith steel joists you
get complete design flexibility-the freedom

to do exactly what you want. It's a great
time saver and the economics are all in your

Wilson Plastics Co, All you need to escape

the boundaries of design is an untamed imag-
ination and the right material, like Solicar

Colorthtough Laminates. Circle No. 1 31

Xerox Colp. It's here. The one low-cost en-
gineering copier that does it all. The new

Eil@\ry TO LIGIHITI
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Look around America and
you will see Spring City Cast
Iron Lighting Posts as part of
the charm of landscapes in
thousands ofcities, towns and
villages. There are reasons for
the wide popularity of these
posts: grace and beauty to
enhance any location; the en-
during quality of cast iron;
historical accuracy and the
superb American craftsman-
ship which has been a tradi-
tion at Spring City for over 60
years.

The light sources we offer
include: incandescent; mer-
cury vapor; metal halide and
high pressure sodium.

Call or write today for a video
presentation or for our full
color literature.

See Us in Sweets and LA File-. ' " T:": ""
ETECTRICAI MTG. CO,
P.O. Drawer A, Spring City,

PA 19475-0030
Phone: 2 I 5-948-4000

F AX 215-948-5571

MADISON POST
Shown in New York
City's Public Park
System. Heights varv
from 6'3" to l2'6"
(excluding luminaire +

adapter). llJ l" O. D.
base. Arailable with
twin arms lor 2lumi-
naires and as a bollard.

WASHINCTON
POST
Shown at the
Peabody Hotel in
Memphis, Tenn. l2'
to l6'l0" heights
(excluding luminaire)
21" and 24" O.D.
bases. Arailable as 4
or 5 luminaire unit.
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